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THE ON1YGAME

LEAGUE
So what’ll itbe?Shooting hoops with

a bunch ofnobodies. Orplaying with the

baddest of the NBA’s bigboys.
Get real. It's Lakers vs. Celtics & the

NBA* Playoffs"every time.

The onlySega1Genesisgame with

realNBA teams-1990's eightplayoff
contendersplus the Eastand WestAll Stars.

The onlyone with real players. Jordan,

Chambers, Robinson, Isiah, The Mailman, Ewing, and
114 otherhousehold names.
For unbeatable five on five action.

The only one with real signature moves, too. The
slams, jams, and three pointers thatmade the stars

famous.
Even real stats from the 1990 /§IIA\

season. Anda half-time
/

sports show
In other words, action as

bigand intense as basketball itself.

Big sound. Intense graphics. Killeranimation. For one
or two players.

You think you can find this level ofplayanywhere
else?Come on, get real.

,Q s>

Rule the court. Full-court action with

everythingtom fouls to fast breaks. All to

the tune ofa sizzling stereo soundtrack.



The Class of '90. You get the complete
rosters of '90's top playoff teams, subs
included. Plus theEastand WestAll Stars.

YourBest Shot. Get the best
action. The most realistic

animation.And gameplay
that lasts inng after the resthave

Getreal with

Visit your retailer or order

byphone. 800-245-4525
between 8 am-5pm

Pacific Time.

ELECTRONIC ARTS'
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1 8 PHANTASY STAR II

Something is threatening the very existence of the Algol star

system. But what? In this massive role-playing adventure, the

fate of Algol is in your hands.

26 THE REVENGE OF SHINOBI
The Neo Zeed went too far when they attacked the secret ninja

dojo. Now they'll have to deal with Joe Musashi, ninja warrior

and master of Shinobi— the art of stealth.

32 MICHAEL JACKSON MOONWALKER
In an attempt to take over the world, Mr. Bighas kidnapped the

children of theworld's most powerful leaders. It's up to Michael
to rescue the kids and stop Mr. Big.

38 E-SWAT
You're a member of the Cyber Police's Elite Special Weapons
and Tactics team. In your Ice Suit, a cybernetic armor and
weapons system, you battle the high-tech terrorists who control
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Arcade action hits home!
As a ghostly aviator, travel through time

to defend a small South Pacific island. Your

bi-plane is equipped with such futuristic

weapons as wide-range machine guns, red power
lasers, air-to-air/air-to-ground missiles, and the

deadly green "shark" ray.

Your skill as a pilot is challenged at every

moment as you fly straight into the jaws of the

enemy! So grit your teeth, lower your goggles,

and take to the

skies with the

vertical scrolling

arcade hit—
Fire Shark!

TAKEYOUR
BEST SHOT!

»

L

Blast into futuristic adventure!

You are Rex, Commander of the Earth Defense League,

sent to defend your people against an enemy cyborg

invasion. In your Assault Suit, you control the most

powerful weapons known to man.

Beginning on Jupiter's Ganymede moon, 8 specific

missions carry you through space and back to

Earth. Complete each level to learn the shocking

story behind your

main adversary, the

evil cyborg Ranee.

For additional information on DreamWorks games,

send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

DreamWorks Genesis Games, 10201

Wayzata Blvd. - Suite 150,

Minnetonka,MN 55343.
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EDITOR'S
NOTESwmm mm elcome to the first issue of Game
Player's Sega Genesis Strategy Guide, our newest
magazine. Genesis players have been asking us

for a special magazine of their own, and here it

is! Four times a year, we'll bring you the kind of

in-depth coverage found in our Game Player's

Strategy Guides for Nintendo, Game Boy, and PC
computer games.

You'll get detailed strategy features, show-
casing the latest games and our expert game
testers' winning techniques. Each feature is full

of helpful tips and dozens of color screen shots.

And we'll bring you complete, honest reviews

of new titles— so you can decide if the games
are right for you before you buy them.

We'll report on all the latest Genesisnews

—

new games, new accessories, and new game
publishers. In the short time ithasbeen available,

the Genesis has already attracted the support of

companies as diverseasActivision,whosegames
have been enjoyed since the heyday of the Atari
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In the 22nd century, Earth

Defense Headquarters de-

tected a huge unidentified

object approaching our sys-

tem. A probe revealed three

of our own Alpha-type robot

spaceships at its core. In

the hands of a hostile alien

intelligence, the ships had

been transformed into a

gigantic, heavily-armed,

flying fortress - bent on

destroying Earth! The de-

fenses of Earth have all

failed to halt the juggernaut.

In a final desperate bid for

survival, all resources have

been expended to create

one mighty jet fighter: Whip

Rush. You must pilot Whip

Rush on a noble mission to

deliver mankind from cer-

tain doom!

Youare

about to be trans-

ported 100 years in the fu-

ture, where the latest wave

in warfare is the New Age

Power-Suit, or NAP - a

robotic combat machine

which gives the wearer un-

heard-of fighting ability.

Your NAP can be equipped

with up to 15 weapon,

speed, and maneuverability

options, out of 100 avail-

able - including flame

throwers, land mines, and

both hand-held and body-

mounted firing equipment.

With this kind of firepower

to command, your only

limitation will be your own

strategic sense and

combat savvy. The ulti- >
mate battlefield - the

FINAL ZONE- awaits you! I
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S DOES ,

TENDONT.
Get the hottest new video games going. Arcade, sports, adventure, strategy

and action hits available only on the 16-bit Genesis System by Sega?

Today’s latest blockbuster arcade hits like Super Monaco GR" Climb into the

cockpit of the world’s fastest Grand Prix machines as you race wheel to wheel

through the streets at over two-hundred miles per hour. Or take on the evil

villain Mr Big in Michael Jackson’s Moonwalker" as you use dance-kicks, hat-

tricks and finally transform into a powerful robot that does it all. Or become

a Cybercop in E-SWAT” and clean up the city besieged by mad terrorists.

Get ready for the most action-packed sports games ever In Joe Montana

Footbalir check out the defense, make the call, fake a pass and scramble for a

touchdown. Or force your opponent to move inside your left hook and nail

him with an uppercut that puts him on the mat in James “Buster” Douglas

Knockout Boxing." Or in Pat Riley Basketball get the ball with seven seconds

left in the game, drive the length of the court, slam-dunk and draw the foul

which you make to break the tie.

In The Sword of Vermilion;" make your way through 14 towns and 14 mazes

in this adventure thriller where encounters with the evil demons are played in

real time on the hand controller And dazzle your friends with your skills on the

puzzle game Columns” Or become the ultimate

commando warrior in Dynamite Duke” as

you blast the enemy from an over-

your-shoulder first person view.

There’s only one true 16-bit

system and it’s got the hottest

video game hits going. Tbu can

only play these on Genesis by Sega.

Genesis does what Nintendon’t.



GENESIS DOES ITALL

ADVENTURE GAMES

Super Monaco GP E-S.W.A.T. Afterburner II'

City Under Siege
Strider

£(£9 -3fc JH

The Sword
of Vermillion

SPORTS GAMES:

Tommy Lasorda
Baseball

Arnold Palmer
Tournament Golf

Pat Riley’s James“Buster’’Douglas Joe Montana Football
Basketball Knockout Boxing

I

Thunder Force II' Alex Kidd: Last Battle Mystic Defender
Enchanted Castle

pqgiriWM-:;

Dynamite Duke -

Altered BeastT theSep* arcade hit. comes with the Genesis system Other games sold separately. Sep and Genesis are registered trademarks o( Sep of America. Inc Ghouls n' Ghosts and Forgotten Worlds are licensed
trademarks of Capcom. Inc Rambo III is a registered trademark of Caroko International N.V. Thunder Force II Is a trademark of Techno Soft. Zoom! is a trademark of Discovery Software International. Inc Truxton Is a copyright

of Toaplan Co. Ltd. Cyberbal is a registered trademark of Atari Games. Inc. Ghostbusters: © 1984 Columbia Pictures Industries. Inc. Originalgame© 1984 Activision. Spider-Man* * © 1990 Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc

Al rights reserved Dick Tracy and Mkkey Mouse are copyrights of The Walt Disney Company Michael Jackson's Moonwalker is a trademark of Utknate Productions. Stridera a trademark of Capcom. Inc Dynamite Duke is a

trademark of Sefcu& Kaihatsu. Inc. All othergame tides are trademarks of Sep of America.



EDITOR'S
NOTES •'

2600, and Electronic Arts, known primarily as a com-
puter software publisher. It's obvious thatmanymore
Genesis games are on the way.

And, of course, we'll be listening to your input.

Two of the regular features in every issue — "Code
Breakers" and "Feedback" — rely on your game-
playing experience. "Code Breakers" gives you the

opportunity to share with your fellow gamers any

secret codes, level selects, and passwords you've un-

covered. And if you find yourself stuck in a game and
need help, or if you want to share your accomplish-

ments and suggestions, send a letter to "Feedback."

We want to hear from you, and we'll help you get the

answers you need.

The Genesis

version of Altered

Beast, packaged

with each Genesis

system, is virtu-

ally identical to

the arcade game.

Your letters to

Game Player's magazine over the past

year played a major part in our decision to begin this

new publication. Since the Genesis first hit the stores

in the summer of 1989, we've seen a dramatic increase

in letters from Sega fans— showing us thatmore and
more of you are doing your videogaming on the

Genesis.

As you page through this magazine and look at all

the screen photos of Genesis games, you get a sense of

why so many players are choosing the Genesis sys-

tem. The quality of graphics made possible by the

machine's powerful computer— from digitized pho-

tos and smooth, realistic animation to large, detailed

characters and multi-scrolling backgrounds — is an
obvious attraction.

Some of you have written to tell us that you
appreciate the sound capabilities of the Genesis as

Already

a popular PC
and Amiga title.

Electronic Arts'

Populous is one of

the first games to

cross over from

home computer

to Genesis.

much as the graphics.

The same power that gives Genesis its visual impact

allows for sound effects and music in true, ten-chan-

nel stereo. Whether you listen through headphones or

connect the Genesis to a home stereo system or stereo

TV, the high-quality sound adds a dramatic dimen-

sion to your videogaming.

Digitized

photographs like

this one from

Knockout Boxing

add excitement

to many of the

Genesis titles.

No matter what you like best about the Genesis,

there are hundreds of thousands of gamers who'll

agree with you. Sega estimates there will bemore than

one million Genesis systems in U.S. homes by the end
of this year. That accounts for an impressive majority

share of the U.S. 16-bit game market.

Numbers like that just can't be ignored. Obvi-

ously, a lot of you are excited about the terrific poten-

tial of the powerful Genesis system. And frankly, so

are we.

Matthew A. Firme, Associate Editor

Game Player's Sega Genesis Strategy Guide
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Se»SJS» Bimini Run'
A unique, action-packed, high-seas

adventure where strange sea creatures

tax your skills.

ZffiAfoffiQV Whip Rush'
A horizontal and vertical scrolling

game where you operate a mighty jet

fighter and challenge seven stages of

shooting scenes.

raseo Atomic Robo-KId'
Trash mutant life-forms and save the
earth in this radical adventure!

Cross
KYUGO TRADING CO., LTD. Fire'

A shooting action game featuring

helicopters in death-defying combat!

iNtV CORPORAtiON Curse'
An intense shooter as you fly an

attack craft through alien hazards to

reach the ultimate goal—the quest of

the Solar Grail!

^vioeosYSTEM Super Volleyball'

Total volleyball action that puts you
in the game. Go for the spike—this

is tournament play at its best!

i Junction'

An action puzzle game. 'fou must

control blocks in order to pass

designated points. But be careful to

avoid deadly enemies as you proceed.

Dj Boy'
Rollerskate to action and win
the ultimate street fight challenge.

SeiSmi® Hell Fire'

Shoot or die in this horizontal scrolling

shooting game.

CRER1ION Insector X'
Destroy insect worlds full of danger in

this intense shooting game based upon
the arcade hit.

AcTMsiOH FigM Palace-

Role playing fun, hit music and great

sound effects for I or 2 players—

outrageous!

naiDCQ Phelios

Apollo challenges enemies to rescue

Artemis in this arcade classic with vivid

graphics and animation.

.

Rl
Play God! Create the world or destroy

it in a heartbeat. Control awesome
natural disasters. The first game of its

The Official Sega® Genesis® Seal of

Quality* It’s your assurance that the games

you buy for the Sega Genesis video

entertainment system are compatible with

Genesis and will provide you with high

standards of quality in action, graphics and

gameplay as part of the “commitment to

excellence" that you’ve come to expect

from your Genesis system.

And now seventeen renowned software

companies from around the world have

joined Sega Genesis in our “commitment

to excellence" by maintaining our high

standards in game development with their

own games for the Sega Genesis system.

Look for these companies who have

earned the right to display the Official Sega

Genesis Seal of Quality.

'SiiA.

Q£M£5IS
Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega of America. Inc. All of the games

© !990Segaof America, Inc. ROB^MtSo^San Francisco. CA 94080

u
o 'fou’re a cop, detective and road

warrior of the future, 'four mission is to

rid society of radical gangs of punks and
thugs. Arm yourself and aim straight!

Technosoft Thunderforce III'

Rush into a world of perpetual motion

and experience the line scroll function

for the first time ever.



Phantasy Star II

In Phantasy Star II, I can't beat the

Dark Force— I keep hurting it, but

I can't kill it.

Ben Prevas

Maryland

Your character should be at level 25 or

higher beforeyou try to takeon the Dark

Force. Also, be sure you have lots of

Trimate. Your party should consist of

Anna, Rolf, Rudo, and Amy (whose

healing spells come in handy). Make

sure everyone has "Nei" items and

weapons.

I'm having an awful time killing

Neifirst in Phantasy Star II. My
party includes: Rolf, level 15, HP
111, TP 38, wearing a ceramic chest

and fighting with a laser sword;

Nei, level 30, HP 119, TP 10, wear-

ing her vest and a jewel ribbon,

fightingwith two steel pipes; Rudo,

level 14, HP 127, wearing titanium

armor and fighting with a laser

shot; and Anna, level 14, HP 95, TP
28, wearing a jewel crown, knife

boots, and a ceramic cape, and
fighting with two laser slashers.

My brother swears he hit

Neifirstwith afZeast400 points,but

she still won't die.

Amber Carter

Illinois

From the items and statistics you de-

scribe, it sounds as though you're more

than ready for Neifirst. If you don't

already have some, load yourselfdown
with Trimate. You can never have too

much of it. Then just keep plugging

away until victory is yours.

I have a few hints and a question

aboutPhantasy StarII. First, I have

a hint that takes you directly from

the Skure Space Port to the town of

Aukuba. All you have to do is use

the visaphone right afteryou arrive

at the Space Port. Then use the

technique "Ryuka." It will warp
you to the town.

The second hint I have is about

money. If you are tired of having to

fight for all your money, here is a

way ofgetting it that you'll like. Go
to your home in Paseo and reorga-

nize your group to include Shir.

Change the order so that Shir is in

front, then go to the weapon store.

Go in and out of the store until Shir

is gone, then go back to your home
and get her. If her level is above 10,

she may have stolen a laser knife,

which you can sell for 2,200 meseta.

This can be done as many times as

you want.

My question: In the hint book
it shows one member of the group

with a lot of star mist and moon
dew. The book says to take plenty

of these supplies with you to Noah,

and that you can steal them, but

how and where?

Mike Schmitz

British Columbia, Canada

The best way we know to get stardust

and moon dew is to have Shir steal them

from a supply store. It doesn't matter if

the store sells those particular items or

not—as long as Shir is ata high enough

level. Moon dew and stardust can also

befound in dungeons and caves, but not

in very large amounts.

The Revenge of
Shinobi

I can't get by the blue lobster in

District 1 of The Revenge ofShinobi.
I've tried everything and can't kill

him.

Matthew McLaughlin
Ontario, Canada

Stand on the platform to the left andfire

down onhimfrom above usingthejump-
and-spin attack. Once you've hit his

helmet a few times with your shuriken,

he'll collapse in defeat.

In The Revenge of Shinobi how do

you beat the last guy? And how do
you do it in time to save the girl?

Todd Hanson
New York

First ofall, position yourself next to the

left wall. Shoot continuously into the

hole in the wall to slow down the falling

ceiling. The boss will stay in front of

you, whipping his hair at you. When he

slings it at you, crouch under it and fire

into him. When you've taken all the

damageyou can without dying, waitfor

him tofling his hairone more time, then

use the Mijin jitsu to blow yourself up.

You’ll lose a life, so make sure you have

plenty of extra lives. With this method,

the damage you cause to the boss accu-

mulates andyou won't have to start the

fight over again. You'll have to do this

several times to beat him. The most

important thing is to use the magic

before you are killed.
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FRESH FROM THE SAGE

>out as sc<

fireuyou'

SUMMON THE POWER OF
HYPRION TO STAND DEFIANT
IN THE SHADOW OF EVIL

Experience the supernatural
Powers of Warriors from
distant times as they roam the
planet battling the forces of

darkness, the phantoms of

Ashura. Hurling the Flames
of Justice they seek and
destroy the scourge that has
befallen the Earth.

®1990 SIGMA ENTERPRISES - “SHADOW BLASTERS
e TAITO CORP. 1989 - INSECTOR-X
* & TM SAGE'S CREATION, Inc. (714) 893-0309

12062 Valley View, Suite 250, Garden Grove, CA 92645
Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for piay on the
Sega Genesis System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of

Sega Enterprises Ltd.



Super Hydlide
I'm a ten-year-old Genesis fanatic.

In Super Hydlide, I find it impos-

sible to go anywhere! I'm a warrior

on level five with four magics. I've

been everywhere! I found a village

with two houses. One of them has

a sound test, but I can't get in the

other one. I need help!

Alex North

Quebec, Canada

In Super Hydlide, fry pushing any

tombstones you may come across when

you leave the very first town. Legend

has it that there's a village beneath the

graveyard, and it might hold the clues

you're looking for.

Space Harrier II

I was playing around withmy Gen-

esis the other day, then I started to

play Space Harrier II. But as I

started the game, it credited me
with over 150 men! I found the

cause, so this trick canbeperformed

with the following procedure: In-

sert the Altered Beast cartridge into

yourGenesis unit and turn it on. As
the Sega logo appears, take the car-

tridge out of the Genesis, but don't

turn the Genesis off. The logo

should remain on the screen. If not,

try again.

Now insert your Space Harrier

II cartridge into the Genesis and

push reset. As the game starts, you

can set your normal options by
pushing the A button, then start a

game at any stage. If performed

correctly, it'll make this game a

breeze. I realize that removing car-

tridges while the machine is off

isn't a good idea, but I've had no
problems.

Geoff Murray
California

We've heard ofusing this technique for

the Genesis— it soundsfantastic, but it

does work. Thanks'for the tip, Geoff.

We must remind you, though, that

removing or inserting a cartridge while

your machine is turned on may damage
yourGenesissystem. Sega warnsagainst

it. Although many players say they

haven't had trouble when performing

this trick,weadvise thatyou don't try it.

Last Battle
I'm having a problem trying to fin-

ish Last Battle. I can't find the seal

anywhere which is needed in order

to do battlewith Garokk. Also,what

do I do after I receive the seal?

Chris MacLennan
Nova Scotia, Canada

You must defeat Gross to open the laby-

rinth near the end of Chapter 4. You'll

find the seal in this labyrinth. Once you

have the seal, go to the volcano and get

ready for your final fight.

Target Earth
We have a hot new tip for Target

Earth players. This tip will give

you nine continues instead of two.

Set up the game to your own
style of play. Then play until your

character dies (be sure you've

passed stage 1). When the title

screen appears, move to the op-

tions. Press Start and the C button.

A character comes on-screen with

the words "continue up."Whenyou
return to the title screen, you'll have

nine continues.

Joe Mammone
Tom Marquis

Pennsylvania

Tips galore— and here's another good

one. Thanks, guys.

Herzog Zwei
Here is a code for Herzog Zwei that

took me weeks to accomplish:

JLJPIGJAOKO. With this code ev-

erything is destroyed except the B
base on Abgrund.

Gavin Brooks

Oregon

Many ofus hereatGame Player's were

delighted to get this tip. Herzog Zwei

is a very toughgame, sowe really appre-

ciate your help — and admire your

game playing!

GR

Do you have any questions,

hints, or suggestions about

the Sega Genesis system or

games?We want to hear from

you! Write to:

FeedBack

300 A-E South Westgate Dr.

Greensboro, NC 27407



Psychotic Aliens are Blasting

You From All Directions!

Escape is nearly impossible, you feel

the end is near. Don’t worry, you wield

the ultimate weapon “HELLF1RE"! This

weapon will destroy any enemy in your

path, but beware, your onboard supply

is limited.

Don’t think you can get out alive with

blinding firepower alone, you’ll need to

utilize your four weapons with strategy

and great prowess!

Complete with 4 Mbit ROM, 6 Levels,

Continue, Selectable Firing Direction,

Multiple Endings and 16-Bit Graphics.

At least you'll look good as you

go down In flames

I

Distributed by:

S0smie
3375 Scott Blvd. Suite 100

Santa Clara, CA 95054



Hints, Tips, and Secret Codes

Ghouls 'n Ghosts

Invincibility: Turn on the system

and press reset four times. When
the titlescreenappears, pressA four

times. Then press the directionalpad

up,down, left, and right. You should
hear a chime. Press start to hear

another chime, then hold down B
and press start. The invincibility

doesn't work when you fall into a

chasm, getgrabbed by a green hand

in level 4, or get stamped by Loki's

feet.

Level Select:On the title screen, wait

for the words "Ghouls 'n Ghosts" to

floatdown from the top of the screen.

Then press up, down, left, and right

-- you should hear a short harplike

sound. At this point, there are sev-

eral different codes to enter to take

you where you want to go:

Level 1 A button

Level 2 Up and Start

Level 3 ^ Down and Start

Level 4 Left and Start

Level 5 Right and Start

Loki (final boss)Down, Right, and
Start

You can add the A button to any of

these codes to start in the middle,

rather than the beginning, of the

level.

controller 2, but be careful not to

pause the game. Yourenergy willgo
down as you play, but you won't

die.

Altered Beast

Continues: When you die, hold the

A button down and press Start re-

peatedly until you appear on the

screen where you died.

Select the Beast: Change into the

beast you want on each stage by

pressing down and left while hold-

ing all three buttons during the title

screen.

Round Select: Choose your round

on the option screen and then hold

down A and Start on the title screen.

Sound Test: To listen to all the sounds

and music in the game, press up and
right while holding down A and C.

Golden Axe

Level Select: Choose Arcade mode,
then when you reach the Character

Select screen, hold down left, B, and
Start simultaneously. A "1" should

appear in theupper left corner ofthe

screen. Use the directional pad to

rotate this number toany game level.

ity: As soon as the map screen ap-

pears, leave the plane out over the

ocean and hold down Start. While

holding it down, press A, B, C, B, A,

A, B, C, B, A. Now release Start and

use one of the following for the de-

sired effect:

Start at mothership Hold B
Get to the last boss Hold C
Fight the ace pilot Hold A
Invincibility Hold Start

Continue to holddown thebutton(s)

until you leave the hangar.

Zoom
Special Menu Options: To access a

secretmenu, press Startwhenyou're

on the title screen to get to the Player

Select screen. Then press up, up,

down, down, left, right, left, right,

A, and B.

Last Battle

Continue: After a game has ended,

press and hold A, B, and C, and then

press Start when the screen reads

"Legend of the Final Hero." This

code only works for levels 2 and

above.

GP
Target Earth

Invincibility: When you start the

game, press the start button on

Air Diver

Special Stage Select and Invincibil-
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PHANTASY
STAR

Phantasy Star was one of the most

popular cartridges ever made for

the Sega Master System. A true role-

playing adventure, it proved that

Sega fans wanted more variety in

their videogames. Phantasy Star of-

fered the intellectual challenge of

exploring worlds, solving puzzles,

and planning strategies. Until

Phantasy Star, role playing was
widely available only to game play-

ers with personal computers.

Matthew A. Firme

The Genesis system makes it

possible to expand the depth and
complexity of role-playing games
while maintaining the ease of plug-

in cartridges. The first role-playing

title to debut on the Genesis is

Phantasy Star II, one of the most ea-

gerly awaited sequels of the year.

Phantasy Star II returns you to

the Algol star system of the original

Phantasy Star. A millennium has

passed since Alis defeated Lassie,

Sega Genesis, Sega of America,
573 Forbes Blvd., South San Fran-

cisco, CA., 94080

and in that time the three planets of

the system have seen enormous
change. They now share their cul-

tures and resources and are linked

togetherbya massivecomputer sys-

tem called the Mother Brain. This

computer governs almost all aspects

of life in the Algol system.

As the game begins, you are a

young inhabitant of Algol. But you
find yourself having recurring

nightmares.

Your dreams are incomprehensible to you, though

veterans of the first Phantasy Star will recognize Alis's

final battle. But why would you dream of the evil that

threatened Algol over 1 ,000 years ago?



You awaken, sensing something is wrong. You report

to the Commander of Mota that day, and he has

frightening news: Something has gone wrong with the

Mother Brain.

Your mission is to bring back a recording

device from Biosystems Labs. You go
home to prepare. Nei, a product of bio-

engineering, asks to go with you. Her
command of magic will come in handy.

You begin your quest in Paseo, the

capital of the planet. Look for this

building.

The Central Tower contains a room
whereyou can store items,weapons,

and anything elseyouneed but can't

carry on your journey.

The librarian can provide you with

information about the planet's his-

tory, its technology, and the places

you will visit. Read everything

carefully.

As you and your party move through the

cities, be sure to stop and talk to the people

you see.

You can purchase many of the supplies

you'll need in the cities' shops. This is the

sign of an armor store.



The weapons shopowner in Paseo bears a

striking resemblance to David Bowie.

Just outside Paseo you'll encounter an ominous
strangerwho blocks yourway. It will take a tragedy to

move him.

Thesign of theweaponsvendor. The better

your weapons, the more'damage you can

inflict on your foes.

Once a vast desert, much of the planet Mota has been

reclaimed through the work of the Biosystems Lab.

Now green, dome-covered oases cover the planet,

connected bv these tubes.

Explore everywhere. There are other cities

to be found, as well as dungeons, mazes,

dams, and new lands. There are many
mysteries to solve if you are to succeed, so

don't pass anything by.



Surge through scrolling lava

ws anil the thrust of massive

ock caves. Avoid losing con-

trol amid perilous bubbles in

the murj<y depths ... to en-

iter even greater challenges



As you explore, you'll sometimes have to

fight. The fighting alternates between the

enemy and your party, with eachmember
attacking and fending off attack. The out-

come is based on hit points.

The stronger the members of your group,

the betteryour chances. You will encounter

many who are willing to join you — like

Rudo, who always fights with guns.

As you progress through the game, the

enemies you encounter become more
powerful. The services of a good doctor

can make the difference between success

and failure.

Hugh's expertise can be a big help when
interpreting the clues you discover.

22

You'll want Anna at your side when the fighting gets

heavy. She can inflict serious damage on even the

most imposing foe.

Although he's not very bright, Kain's skill at disas-

sembly can be very important.



After devouring

a tackle, a guard

and a quarterback,

what do you wash
them down with?

Fluids.

Minerals.

Energy.

Gatorade.

For that

deep down

body thirst.



When you visit shops, Shir will sometimes steal items.

This can save you money, but it can also lead to

trouble.

Remember to save the game often

while traveling in new and poten-

tially dangerous areas.

The Dezoans aren't the most literate

people in the Algol system. And
sometimes they're not the most
truthful, either.

You landattheTeleportStation.The

tunnels lead to many locations on
Dezo.

Be sure to get medical aid before

leaving town. The creatures of this

planet are huge and powerful.

)
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You have to visit several places in the icy

wilderness of Dezo. Save your game often! Inside this huge crevice is one of the largest

mazes you've ever seen.

You are suddenly attacked. If you
don't have plenty of experience,

you'd better run. Pay attention to the health of everyone in

your party. Anyonewho is weak mightnot
survive.

Once you've finally found yourway
out of the crevice, your next desti-

nation is to the west.
The house of the Telemental marks the beginning of the final battle.

Before you answer her question, take stock of your party. You will need

incredible strength and agility to meet the challenge ahead. Remember
— the fate of the entire star system is in your hands.

GP



Lisa M. Bouchey
Sega Genesis. Sega of America, 573 Forbes Blvd.,

South San Francisco, CA 94080

The ninja dojo, or school, remained

hidden for centuries in the impen-

etrable mountains of Japan. It was
the most intensive school of its kind,

teaching the secrets of the ninja

masters.

You areJoe Musashi, student of

the dojo and expert in the techniques

of Shinobi. Only a handful of war-

riors ever earn the rank of master

ninja, and of these a select few con-

tinue training to master Shinobi, the

art of stealth.

As Revenge of Shinobi begins,

you've justreturned to themountain

hideaway from a long and danger-

ous journey. But the dojo has been

ransacked, and the ninja sensei,your

beloved teacher, has been assassi-

nated.

You discover that the evil Neo
Zeed organization is responsible,

and that they've done this to warn

you against meddling in their at-

tempts to dominate the world. To
emphasize the warning they've kid-

napped your beautiful friend,

Naoko.

Swearing to avenge your teacher

and rescue Naoko, you set out to

find the Neo Zeed. Naoko's safety,

and the safety of the world, are in

your hands.

Yourhunt for theNeo Zeed will take

you around the world — through

eight international districts, each

with three different scenes.

The search begins in a Bamboo
Garden in the Ibaraki province of

Japan. You'll face both the Omote
ninja and Kabuto samurai, footmen

in the Neo Zeed army.

11W<¥:W7S1
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rg
Hachi the dog waits in the garden,

too. A fierce animal, he can catch

your shuriken in his teeth.
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Helpful items are hidden through-

out thegame,and your survival often

depends on knowing where to find

them. Thesmall heart increases your

life gauge by two bars, and the

shuriken symbol adds five throwing

knives to your arsenal.

During a somersaultjump, press the

attack button to hurl eight shuriken

at once. One of them will always fly

straight toward the ground, ensur-

ing a safe landing.

The House of Confusion is full of

dangerous traps, like these barri-

cades of sharpened bamboo. They

can pierce even your ninja cloak.

TheKabuto samurai swings

a mighty sword. Use your

speed to duck below his

blade, then attack with

shuriken.

The mighty samurai Blue

Lobster blocks your escape

from the Ibaraki Province.

Fight him from the ledge on
the left side of the screen.

Use somersault jumps and

hurl shuriken down at him.

Use Fushin magic to jump
across the falling logs. This

magic lets you leap higher

and farther, and will last

until the end of the scene.

Crossing the waterfall

is the only way to To-

kyo, the second inter-

national district.

Winged Karasu war-

riors will try to knock

you to your death.

This harmless-looking nun isn't a threat until you turn

your back on her. The instant you look away, she sheds

her nun's habit and reveals her true self — the knife-

wielding Kasumi.
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This building in the

backstreet area of level two

is taller than you might

think. Press thejump button

at the height of your leap to

somersault to the roof.

Flower Dragon Gang
members lay in wait foryou
in the backstreet. Defeat

them with your lightning

kicks and deadly shuriken.

NeoZeed infantrymen keep
watch atthe militarybase in

district three. Stay on the

opposite side of the fence

until you're near your en-

emies, then attackthem with

a somersault leap.

In the confusion of the Bistro's strobe lights, you'll face

the Shadow Dancer. After you beat the light images of
the enemy, you'll face a dark, dangerous shadow.

Flamethrowers and vicious

attack dogs patrol the air-

port compound. Leap the

fence and attack them with

a barrage of shuriken.

The boss of district three is a

well-defended computer.

You'll have to move carefully as you search the cargo jet.

Keep an eye on the plane's doors— you'll be sucked out

if you're too close when they open.



Avoid the laser beams, then rush in and attack the

Computer Vault's brain when it'sexposed. You'll have to

hit the tough glass case that protects the brain several

times to destroy it.

District four — a junkyard ..in the

heart of Detroit. The crushed cars

and engine blocks hide many dan-

gers.

Be sure to open the crates you find

— the weapons insidemay help you

stay alive. If you grab a large heart,

your life bar will be restored to full

strength.

Engine blocks and ingots plunge

from the ceiling in the motor mill. If

you're not careful, you'll end up in

this melting vat.

These flame jets are de-

signed to melt steel in a

matter of minutes. Your

ninja magic won't protect

you from heat like this.

You'llencounter the Master

Attacker in the side yard.

He's mad enough to spit

nails, and strong enough to

hurljunked cars atyou. Stay

above him,and a ttackwhen
he's empty-handed.

The first scene in district five is the Laser 'Scraper.

Watch out for the laser beams that fire from all direc-

tions.
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If you call on Ikazuchi, the

Art ofThunder, thunderwill

sound and you'll be sur-

rounded by an electrical

field. While enveloped, you
can't be injured.

The Freeway in this district

isnoplace to play, especially
with Kasumi enemies
hanging around.

The ultimate challenge

on this level is a battle

on top of a speeding

truck. Destroy the

glowing red bulb with

knives or well-placed

kicks.

Gang fighters inChinatown
will greet you with light-

ning-fast kicks and lethal

nunchaku. Fight back with

your arsenal of ninja tricks

—you've come too far to be

scared off now.

Spider-man makes a cameo appear-

ance in The Revenge of Shinobi. Is

Spideysomehow connected with the

Neo Zeed? You don't have time to

ask.

Just when you think you've beaten the web-slinger,

this winged crusader shows up.

Neo Zeed forces are waiting for you as you approach

their stronghold. In the breakwater of New York

Harbor, you'll face ninjas and machine gunners.

With enemies popping up everywhere, you may need

the advantage of some ninjitsu magic. Use Fushin, the

Art of Floating, to help with the long leaps between
vessels.

30
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If you break open a crate and find a

bomb, back away quickly. It will

explode soon.
In the cargo hold of the Neo Zeed ship, you'll run

across a flame-spewing Godzilla. The best way to

eliminate this beast is to use the Mijin jitsu, or Art of

Pulverizing. You become a human explosion, dam-
aging everything on the screen. Unfortunately, it also

takes your life, so make sure you have another before

calling on this power.

The final district — the Neo Zeed

MarineStronghold. Throughout the

scene, stay in a crouched position to

avoid the spotlights.

The cellar maze is the last scene before your final

battle. Marked doors lead to secretpassages and short-

cuts. Use them to escape your enemies.

You've reached the Inner Sanctum

and the terrified Naoko. Hurl your

shuriken into the hole at the left of

the screen to slow the falling ceiling,

and prepare yourself for your
toughest battle.

The Boss is vulnerable only when
his hair isn't covering his body. As
he slings his hair and reveals his

body, hurl shuriken at him. This will

weaken him, but you'll have to use

magic to finish him.
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Superstar Michael Jackson has been

making music and setting records

for years. Now, Michael's magic
touch turns to Genesis gold with his

own awesome game

—

Moonwalker.

Michael, who is a big Sega fan,

approached the company with the

idea for this game. And he served as

the model for his own on-screen

character when the development

team was working on the dance ani-

mation.

The structure of Moonwalker is

somewhatsimilar tosome otherSega

games, such as RevengeofShinobi. For

example, you move from stage to

stage, battling a wide array of en-

emies in order to rescue kidnapped

children. But what makes this game
special is theunique arsenal ofmoves

available to Michael — everything

from a basic kick to magic dancing

to Michael's own patented

moonwalk. And the soundtrack for

the game is also excellent, using

Michael's hit songs as the musical

score.
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Michael's goal is to free the kid-

napped children. Only when all the

kids are free can Michael move on to

the next stage.

This guy's pool cue is dangerous.

Make sure Michael attacks from a

distance.

By simultaneously pressing down
and the attack button while on the

stairs, Michael can slide down the

railing, taking any gangsters along

with him.

After all the children have been res-

cued, Michael's chimp will tell him
where to find the exit.

As if being taunted by Mr. Big

isn'tenough,now you're attacked

by an avalanche of mobsters! This

is an ideal place to try out

Michael's Dance Magic.

Here's the Dance Magic in use. It's

not only fun, it's also your most

effective weapon.

The kids are locked up in different

places in every stage. In stage one,

try looking in closets and windows.

When you run into this guy, you've

reached the end of the stage. But you
won't get a shot at him for several

stages.
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Michael's dance routine varies from

stage to stage, depending on the

background music.

When Michael fights soldiers, have

him duck. They can't fire low until

thelater stages.

Check this parking garage for lots of

children. They'vebeen locked in the

trunks of cars.

Stand on top of the manhole cover

and use a little magic to enter the

sewer — two kids are being held

down there.

Wheneveryouuse the Dance Magic,
try to move Michael to as high a

position on-screen as possible to put

distance between him and the gang.

Watch out for the Dobermans. De-

fending against their quick attack

patterns can be tricky.

Go to the roofofthe parking garage

and leap to the right. You'll land

near some kids.

Just to show there are no hard

feelings, Michael asks these attack

dogs if they'd like to dance.

Once more Michael teaches the dogs that dance is

a universal language.
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Check the graves for kids. They've

often hiddenbehind the tombstones.

Zombies will try to tackle you for

walking on their graves. These guys
take two hits to kill!

The last two children here are near

the bridge at the far right of the

stage.

Not even zombies can resist when
Michael gives the command to

dance.

Further into stage 3 you'll have to

start climbing large trees to reach

the children. And the enemies are all

over you!

If Michael grabs a tree limb, you can

swing him forward at high speed.

This will knock out any zombies in

your way.

The zombies dance just as theydid in

the Thriller video. Get rid of them to

advance to the next area of stage 3.

In the graveyard, check thebushes.

You'll find kids hidden there.

Thesegruesomeguys tear in halfand fly atMichael.

Attack them while they're still in one piece. MOON ER



Toreach the childrenbeingkeptabove
the waterfall, Michael must jump up
the logs.

web, so be sure to squash any enemy
arachnids before entering.

The kids are hidden in small caves

here. Be careful, because they're usu-

ally guarded by swarms of soldiers,

zombies, or spiders.

The waterfall has more to offer than

it appears. Try checking for a secret

entrance.

Dance Magic is still the best offense,

although don't be surprised if some
enemies survive it at higher stages.

Move these boulders into comers to

reach high places—and more hidden
kids.

At first glance, it seems there's noth-

ing here. But look more closely be-

neath the cobwebs to find a hidden

cave.

When confronting the soldiers at

the exit, stand up on this ledge to

avoid trouble.
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Have Michael stand on the circular

platform to the left in order to trans-

port elsewhere in this stage.

Here's a big challenge for Michael.

Jump quickly on the moving plat-

form to avoid being slowed.

AsMichael travels through thegame,

destroy as much equipment as pos-

sible. This will make things easier

when you come back this way.

Take the elevator to reach the higher

floors. Your destination is the roof.

There are children locked in these

storage bins, but watch out— there

are bombs hidden there as well.

You'll have to make Michael jump
from a high point to reach this child.

Watch out for the guard standing

beside her.

At the end of this stage, Michael

automatically becomes a giant ro-

bot. But he'll still need all of your

skills to survive.

Ohhww! You've saved all of the

children, now, catch Mr. Big!

CMTUIATIONS, YOIT VE DEFEATED

ALL OF KR. BIB’S HENCMKEH.

YOU'VE ESCAPED FROM THE TRAPS

KR. BIG SET FOR YOll.

YOU RESCUED ALL OF Ilf CHILDREN

KR. BIG KIDNAPPED.

IT’S TIKE

THE FINAL CHALLENGE.

VERSUS KR. DIG///

Only one stage remains. Fly after Mr. Big and stop

his evil reign of terror. Good luck!



E-S WAT™ CITY UNDER SIEGE

William R. Trotter America, 573 Forbes Blvd.,

South San Francisco, CA., 94080

The videogame war on terrorism

keeps escalating — every month sees

new plots unmasked, new weapons
deployed,andnew units thrown into

the fray. In this classy-looking shoot-

em-up, the newest strike force is

called the E-SWAT team (Elite Spe-

cial Weapons and Tactics).

E-SWAT's secret weapon
against the terrorist hordes is the

powerful Ice Suit— an elaborate suit

of cybernetic armor that can turn

one man into a tank battalion. Using
the Ice Suit, along with the special

cannon, plasma weapons, and
flamethrowers picked up along the

way, your E-SWAT warrior should

be a match for anything the enemy
can throw at him. Unless, of course,

the terrorists have their own secret

weapon.

E-SWAT's most dangerous foe

is a terrorist group known as E.Y.E.

To neutralize this group's power-

fully defended headquarters, you'll

have to complete eight missions of

increasing deadliness, against en-

emies whose weapons and defenses

seem to grow more sophisticated

with every passing hour.

You'll have to walk some mean streets But once you have the Ice Suit, you'll be
before you get to don the Ice Suit— in fact, encased in state-of-the-art cyber-armor,

you'll have to complete the first two mis-

sions in anordinary cop suit, just to qualify.



It takes 3 hits to destroy one of these

grenade-tossing robot weapons.

Shoot the enemy above your head

and you'll win a partial increase in

your life bar.

When this boss chopper stops

moving in order to shoot, you can

score lots of hits — provided you're

in the right position.

Watch out for enemies

who come crashing out

of windows.

In this game, it's smart to keep

shooting ahead of yourself, even if

there's no target immediately vis-

ible. Often, you' 11 takeout an enemy
before he knows what hit him.
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At the end of each mission, you'll

get to see your improvements in

rank and status, as well as obtain

data on your next mission.

Grab that blue "M"! It fully restores

your life bar and when it appears, it

means you'reabout to fight a boss or

some other really formidable foe.

Once you enter the Cyber Prison,

take the moving platform up and to

the right. You'll see the entrance

marked on-screen when you reach

the correct spot.



Just before you come to the entrance,

you'll confront an inmate mounted
on a platform similar to yours. De-

stroy him and receive a one-up.

Watch out for the moving laserguns
above you. Keep shooting upward
as you ascend.

At theend ofeach level in the prison,

you'll find a hole blown through the

floor. These are your means of de-

scent to the level below.
Watch your back! Enemies will try

to bushwhack you as you move
forward.

The exit to the next stage of this

mission is at the far right side of cell

block D-l. Jump over the hole, not

into it, or you'll have to replay the

entire mission.

If you don't need this "M",

pass it by — there are dan-

gerous spikes under the

conveyor belt where it's

positioned.

These two bosses land si-

multaneously. The one on
the right jumps back and

forth, but the one on the left

always stands. Stay low,

shoot constantly (your bul-

lets will stop theirs in mid-

flight), and pivot to face the

right-hand foe as he jumps.

Unfortunately, you have to

kill both of these guys twice

to make them stay dead.

The firstexplosion destroys

their steelbodies,butleaves

their skeletons ready for

more.

Now, you get to wear the

Ice Suit.



When you're wearing the Ice Suit,

you qualify for special weapons.The

first special-weapon icon you'llcome

to is this one, which gives you a

powerful plasma-cannon.

When you near the reactor area,

watch out for attackers from above.

One hit grounds them, two hits kill

them.

On top of this containment tank

you'll find the Super-Shot, an auto-

firingweaponofdevastatingpower.
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You can safely ignore the

robotson topof these tanks,

as long as you avoid the

grenades they throwdown
at you.

Here's a flamethrower; it's

the most powerful weapon
in the game. To reach it, and

to keep advancing, you'll

have to start using your jet

pack.

The reactor boss is invul-

nerable while he has his

helmet on. Wait until his

head shoots off, then jump
over it and blast his face.

If you're killed, you'll lose

whatever weapon you're

using. You may want to re-

equip with a lesser weapon
if your life bar gets low.

You can't use your jet pack inside

themad scientist's lab,so don'tcount

on it for help.

You'll be attacked from the rear by

lethal ooze. Blastyourway forward,

since you cannot kill it. In a pinch,

you can make it retreat and gain a

little time.

Most players will be better off just

running through this passage of

falling goo — you'll probably take

more hits if you try to fightor dodge

it than if you just scoot through with

your head down.



The dark purple globs just

pile up and can be blasted

pretty easily; the lighter-

colored ones turn into gap-

ingmouths which you must
shoot head-on.

Keep moving! That oozy
stuff will keep descending

toward you.

Blast this moving barrier

until you reach the vertical

shaft, where you can stand

up straight — then leap up
and let the barrier pass be-

neath you.

This rising platform will

push you into the deadly
ooze unless you keep
blasting the stuff as you
ascend, making it back
away from you.

Here's the toughest part of Mission

4. Stay on the platform and dodge
the falling droplets until you can

leap over the goo-clogged passage

at the upper right.

Beyond the ooze, you'll shoot three

enemy soldiers. Each is worth a bo-

nus, and you'll need all the bonuses

you can get before your upcoming
confrontation with the boss.

The ooze will recede when the

platform reaches a safe height.

Hovering with your burner uses no
precious energy. Take out this boss's

top sensor first, then use your rocket

launcher to get the bottom one. Fi-

nally, jet downward to take out the

center one.

Before you advance, shoot the pon-
toons off the ceiling and then walk
on them.

To get started on the 5th mission,

use the plasma-cannon to blast

through the wall around the Dark
Base. The explosion will also take

care of those three pesky guards on
the other side.



You'llhave to flya lot in this mission.

Don't land on thered areas -- they'll

sap your strength.

Don't try to go down these stairs -

you have to jump up and down on

them to open the passage to the left.

Be careful not to land on the red

sections.

To get beyond this point, you must

use the blast from your jet pack to

melt the hatch above.

When you reach thisroom in Mission

5,your suit will turn red . This means

you have unlimited burner fuel for

your battle with the monstrous boss

of the Dark Base.

Aim your fire at the sensor in the

middle. This boss is a lot more agile

than its appearance w'ould suggest.

The sixth mission, in the sewers, is

relatively brief. Notice that the

enemy's weapons are becoming

much more technologically sophis-

ticated. What might that mean?

The dread Screw Worm
moves in a very intricate

pattern. You'll need to use

the ledge above to avoid it,

and to position yourself for

a clear shot.

The seventh mission is very

straightforward — just blast

your way through. Destroy

theboss cog's sensors,while

keeping out of range of his

rotating gears.

Before encountering the

boss,you must descend this

heavily defended passage-

way. Don't bother blasting

the laser turrets, just dodge

their shots.

The final boss of Mission 7

seems easy to destroy, but

in fact has more than one

life. Once he takes off and

begins to fly, position

yourselfabove him and use

your rockets. Ahead of you

lies Mission 8 — and an

uncomfortably familiar foe.

OP



AFTERBURNER II

Afterburner remains a popular ar-

cade game, and the Master System
version is still one ofSega's top titles.

Now the famous fighter plane Af-

terburner comes to Genesis in Af-

terburner II.

As you might expect, this new
version includes some considerably

improved graphics and stereo

sound. Attimes itcomes remarkably
close to the coin-op Afterburner, es-

pecially in the speed of your plane

and the dizzying number of enemy
planes and missiles that fly toward

you.

Your mission begins as your
plane hurtles from the deck of an
aircraft carrier. You'll facemany dif-

ferent enemy planes, approaching
from behind you as well as head-on.

Your cannons can handle the jets

that zoom into view from your rear,

while your missiles are best used to

blast your way through the wall of

planes in front of you. When your
missile sights lock on to a target, an
urgent voice reminds you to "Fire!"

Your jet's afterburner can help

you catch up to planes that have
blown pastyou, and a blast ofpower
at the right time can mean the dif-

ferencebetween a near-miss with an
enemy missile and a fiery end to

your flight. As you reach the higher

stages, your afterburner is upgraded
to allow even greater bursts of

blinding speed.

While it's not a true flight

simulator. Afterburner II is a great

skyborne shooter. It should chal-

lenge even the most experienced

gamers.

—Sega of America

AIR DIVER

There are two things to rememberas
you climb into the cockpit and pre-

pare for take-off. First, this is no
ordinary plane, but the F-l 19 Stealth

jet fighter, the most advanced com-
bat plane in the world. Second, this

is no ordinary mission. The fate of

every nation on earth is in your
hands.

Air Diver, the first flight simula-

tion for the Genesis, is set in a not-

too-distant future of high-tech ter-

rorism. An unknown, and particu-

larly powerful, terrorist organiza-

tion has succeeded in taking control

of the skies overevery country in the
world. The only way to defeat these

terrorists is on their terms — and
that means intensive, head-to-head

air combat.

The game is made up of eight

stages, each of them an area of the

world that mustbe cleared of terror-

ist aircraft. You can choose to fly

these missions in any order, and
each varies in difficulty. In each of

the stages, you'll first come up
against a few squadrons of enemy

aircraft — numerous, but not too

tough. Then you'll face a single,very
talented pilot. He'll use every trick

at his disposal to outfly, outmaneu-
ver, and outsmart you. And then
you'll face the boss of the round, a

huge, airborne aircraft carrier.

Air Diver provides plenty of

challenging action,with greatsound
and good graphics throughout. Al-

though it's not really a true, com-
puter-style flight simulation, it is a

top-notch video game with enough
challenge and pizzazz to keep you
flying again and again.

— Seismic



ALEX KIDD IN THE ENCHANTED
CASTLE

Alex Kidd, the big-eared hereoffour

games for the Master System, bursts

onto the Genesis stage with the im-

pressive Alex Kidd in the Enchanted

Castle. All the elements that made
the Master System series so popular

— namely, a fun, likeable, title

character and a gentle but challeng-

ing setting — are preserved in the

Genesis game.

In thisadventure,Alex hasheard

rumors that his father—missing for

many years— isbeing held prisoner

in a distant land on the planet

Paperrock. As the game begins we
joinAlex in Rookietown, the starting

point of his journey. Here, our hero

has the opportunity to stock up on

the supplies he'll need for his jour-

ney. Entering the shops of

Rookietown, you'll meet merchants

who offer helicopters, motorbikes,

and other very useful things. There

are two catches, though. You'll have

to pay him, and then play a game of

paper, rock, scissors with him. Only

bywinning the game can you get the

item you want.

Alex searches through 11 differ-

ent terrains, from prairies to dark

forests, and even under the sea. Yet

even the fiercest enemies he meets

along the way, like scorpions and

mummies, look cuddly rather than

scary. Even the bosses are defeated

by playing paper, rock, scissors.

But don't get the idea that Alex

Kidd in the Enchanted Castle isn't

challenging. It is. It's just a different

kind of challenge,and one the whole

family can enjoy.

— Sega of America

ARNOLD PALMER GOLF
The smooth, crisp Genesis graphics

in Arnold Palmer Golf bring a fresh-

ness to the game that's lacking in

many other golf simulations. Even

details like the creases in players'

pant legs and the sand spraying up
during bunker shots are plainly

discernable.

There are three golf courses in

the game — one each in the U.S.,

Japan, and Great Britain. In the

practicemode,you canchoosewhich

course you'll play, the type of clubs

you'll use (black carbon, glass fiber,

orsuper ceramic),and which 14 clubs

you'll carry.

In the tournament mode, you

join a field of 15 challengers, each

battling for experience, better clubs,

a higher ranking, and cash winnings.

And as your experience increases,

so does your caddy's. Her advice

becomes more comprehensive and

helpful as you advance in ability.

You determine swing power,

stance, and aim foreach shot, basing

these decisions on variables such as

wind speed, direction, and the type

of clubs you're using. You also get to

make the kinds of decisions pro

golfers wrangle over. Should you go

over hazards or around them?

Should you putt aggressively and

try for the birdie, or play it safe and

settle for par?

Therealism inArnoldPalmer Golf

lets you experience the thrills of

making amazing shots — and the

frustrations ofmissingtheeasy ones.

— Sega of America



BUDOKAN
Budokan takes you into the tradition-

bound world of Japanese and
Okinawan martial arts. You'll begin

as a student in the Tobiko Ryu Dojo,

a demanding martial arts school,and
you will eventually travel to the

famed Budokan Arena to take part

in a world-championship martial

arts tournament. During your ar-

duous journey of discovery, you'll

experience themany styles,weapons
— and most importantly, the ways
— of the warrior.

Upon entering the school, you
start your training in four martial

arts: karate, kendo, nunchaku, and
bo. At first you'll practice alone, per-

fectingyourmoves. Then you'll spar

with your instructors.Theschool also
provides a free sparring area, where
students from different disciplines

may test one another's ability.

Throughout your training, you also

learn to focus "ki," the life force.

Finally, whenyou'vecompleted your
course of trainingand have the bless-
ing of the wiseandbenevolentMaster
Tobiko-Sensei, you can travel to the

Budokan. Here, in the world cham-
pionship tournament, you put your
training, and your spirit, on the line

against the best in the world.

Budokan is not just another
"punch and kick" game. Although it

has plenty of action and terrific Gen-
esis graphics, the true success of the

game lies in bringing the tenets of

the martial philosophy — and the

distinction between bujutsu (the art

of battle) and budo (the path of life)— to a video game.

— Electronic Arts

COLUMNS
The comparison between Columns

and Tetris practically begs to be
made: blocks fall into a well, faster

and faster as the game progresses; if

they're not cleared away, the blocks

pile up and the game ends. But in

Columns, you don't fit oddly shaped
blocks to form horizontal lines. In-

stead, you match the colors of the

blocks.

As vertical rows of three blocks

each fall from the top of the screen,

you rotate the colors of the blocks.

The object is to match three or more
blocks in vertical, horizontal, or di-

agonal rows. When you succeed the

blocks disappear from the screen,

and the blocksabove falldown to fill

in the blanks.

But all isn't lost ifyou fill a space

with the wrong block— there's al-

ways the possibility of a kind of

domino effect. You might place a

pair of red blocks on top of a third,

and the three red blocks disappear.

But asblocks from above fall into the

space left by the red ones, a blue
might form a diagonal with two oth-

ers, and as these disappear two
greens may land on a third

green...you get the picture. A lucky

move can clear literally dozens of

blocks from the column.

Variations include two-player

games, timed competition, and
"flash Columns," inwhich you must
clear a half-filled screen down to a

particular flashing block on the

bottom row.

— Sega of America



CYBERBALL
Cyberball is a fast-moving arcade

conversion, depicting the way foot-

ball might eventually be played in

the 21 st century.Humancombatants

have been replaced by robots, and

the football is no longer pigskin. It's

an energy ball that literallyexplodes

if the offensive team doesn't score

before time runs out.

Once you've mastered the intri-

cacies of the passing game. Cyberball

becomes an exciting gridiron battle.

The success of your passing game

will depend on how good your

quarterback is,your ability to control

him, thetiming ofyourpass patterns,

and the defense your opponent

throws at you.

Depending on your success.

you'll earn money for your team

treasury with which to buy better

players. For example, quarterbacks

in this game come in three models,

the titanium edition being the fanci-

est and most expensive. The same

applies to running backs, receivers,

and all other players. This forces

you to make some tough decisions.

Do you spend all of your team's

bucks buying the titanium field

generaland risk his destruction early

on, or do you go for a less expensive

model and spend your money on

other positions? It's up to you.

The game moves very quickly

— periods last only three minutes

each, time limits for play selection

are unmercifully short, and the ac-

tion on the field develops quickly.

The fast action and futuristic feel

combine to deliver a solid, power-

packed game.

— Sega of America

DYNAMITE DUKE

Dynamite Duke stands alone, facing

an entire army of hostile soldiers

and gun emplacements. He can't

retreat, and wouldn't if he could.

Dodging bullets like they're stand-

ing still, Duke moves back and forth

across the enemy lines, attacking

only with his rifle, his fists, and his

feet.

If there were a light gun avail-

able for the Genesis, Dynamite Duke

might be mistaken for the arcade

game Operation Wolf. The first-per-

son perspective and action are the

same. In both games, some targets

reveal special power-ups when hit.

And the graphics in both Dynamite

Duke and the arcade version of Op-

eration Wolfare about equal.

But since there is no light gun

for theGenesis, DynamiteDuke takes

an interesting approach to actually

portraying your on-screen charac-

ter. Duke stands with his back to

you, his gun blazing. He's trans-

parent, so he won't block your view

of the many targets. You aim your

shots with a moving crosshair.

At the end of each shooting

mission, Duke must defeat a single

boss in hand-to-hand combat. No
shooting here, justquick reflexes and

lots of punching.

Although the graphics are crisp

and colorful and the settings for the

various missions offer plenty of va-

riety, the action can become repeti-

tive pretty quickly. This isn't a fault

in Dynamite Duke as much as it is a

characteristic of this type of game.

But if you're a fan of shoot-em-ups.

Dynamite Duke won't let you down.

— Sega of America



E-SWAT: CITY UNDER SIEGE
Do you have what it takes to make
the E-SV/AT team (Elite Special

Weapons and Tactics)? If you can
survive two dangerous missions,

you'll graduate to full status and
don the Ice Suit— a powerful outfit

of cybernetic armor that turns you
into a walking arsenal.

You'll need the firepower, too,

because your city is in the grips of

E.Y.E.— a large, well-equipped ter-

roristarmy. To clean things up, you'll

have to survive eight increasingly

deadly missions against an enemy
who seems to grow more powerful
every minute.

As the game begins, you're just

another vulnerable cop on the beat.

Armed onlywith yourquick reflexes

and standard-issue sidearm, you'll

have to battle your way through the

streets of Silent City and then infil-

trate the Cyber-prison. But if you
survive, you'll be worthy of the cov-
eted Ice Suit.

The settings for each mission
are interestingly varied, and imagi-

native graphic details make the

scenes come alive on screen. Inside

the cyber-prison, forexample, rotat-

ing floodlights outside cast a lurid,

periodic glow through the cell win-
dows. And in the sewer scenes
(mission 6), shafts ofgrainysunlight

pierce the gloom from drain holes in

the street above.

This attention to detail adds
considerable atmosphere to what
could have been just another scroll-

ing shooter. E-SWAT doesn't break
any new ground, but it does offer

lots of smooth action, excellent

graphics, and a high level of chal-

lenge.

— Sega of America

FORGOTTEN WORLDS

The people liked to think they were
living in the golden age of human-
ity. There was no suffering, and the

world was a virtual paradise.

Then the aliens came, and the

once-dazzling splendor of life gave
way to death and destruction. Led
by the evil King of Gods, the aliens

trampled and enslaved humanity.
The golden age became a distant,

bittersweetmemory— forthosewho
were still alive to remember.

In Forgotten Worlds, you are the

NamelessOne,a warriordetermined
to rid the world of aliendomination.

You'll begin your battle against the

King of Gods armed only with the

few weapons you find among the

ruins. But by collecting blue zenny,

the currency of the realm, you can
upgrade your inventory at one of

two shops on each level. Although
you'll be tempted to spend all your
zenny on bigger and better weap-
onry, you shouldn't overlook the

armor, first aid, potions, and infor-

mation about your foes that are also

available.

Each of the game's seven levels

has its own unique creatures and
machines of destruction, all graphi-

cally stunning. In fact. Forgotten

Worlds is such a beautiful game that

you may find yourself appreciating

the scenery when you should be
fighting. Game play is very smooth,
and there's just enough strategy in-

volved—mostlyconcerning the use
of various potions, weapons, and
defenses — to keep the fast-paced

action from overwhelming you.

— Sega of America







GHOSTBUSTERS
The Ghostbusters movies have in-

spired games for just about every

system around — from personal

computers to Game Boy and now
Sega Genesis.

This latest version is loosely

based on the first Ghostbustersmovie.

You can play as any of the three

ghostbusters, each a caricature of

the actor — Dan Aykroyd, Harold

Ramis, or BillMurray—who played

the character in the film. Each of the

three has different abilities. Peter is

endowed with both normal speed

and endurance, Raymond moves

slowly but has a high endurance

level, and Egon is quick on his feet

but won't last as long as the others.

Every level in the game is packed

with danger. You'll encounter hos-

tile icemen, flying dinnerware, and

even the colossal Stay-Puft Marsh-

mallow Man.

The first four levels of the game
are ghost-hunting jobs, each paying

a fee to clear a building of ghosts.

With the money you earn, you can

stock up on the many special weap-

ons and items you'll need to get

through later stages of the game.

In theweapons shop,an Einstein

look-alike will offer bigger and bet-

ter weapons. It's a good idea to buy

extra energy as soon as you can. The
items shop stocks some very helpful

products, but it often sells out of the

more popular items.

The artwork is probably the best

thing about Ghostbusters. All the

characters are easy to identify, each

a very good likeness of the movie

actor. The bosses of each level could

almostbe considered attractive— if

they weren't so dangerous.

— Sega of America

GHOULS TV GHOSTS
Only the brave Sir Arthur can defeat

Loki. The mischievous demon has

captured the souls of the living and

given the world over to the ghouls

and the ghosts.Now it'sup toArthur

to restore the world to its proper

state.

This truly incredible adaptation

of the arcade game features some of

the biggest, meanest bosses you've

ever seen in a home videogame. The

action is fast-paced and challenging,

with many different areas and a

variety of strange, spooky enemies.

And just wait until you battle Loki!

You'll face everything from

snorting pigmen and scythe-wield-

ing skeletons to poisonous flowers

and fire bats as you journey to

Demon's Castle and your show-

down with the forces of evil. You'll

cross Horrible Faced Mountain,

walking across giant tongues. And
of course, Loki's legions will battle

you every step of the way.

This game's most impressive

accomplishment is in showing how
closely the Genesis can approach

the sound and graphics of a coin-op

arcade game. Ghouls 'n Ghosts is one

of the hottest-selling cartridges for

the Genesis, and the reasons are

obvious. If "arcade-quality" gaming

is an important consideration in your

choice of videogames. Ghouls 'n

Ghosts for the Genesis is a must-see.

It's one of the most impressive ar-

cade translations ever designed for

a home videogame system.

— Sega of America
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GOLDEN AXE

Sega has had a great deal of success

translating itspopulararcade games
for play on the Master System. And
now the tradition continues with

the Genesis version of Golden Axe.

The background story, characters,

and graphics are virtually identical

to the coin-op version.

Your mission is to reclaim the

throne of Yuria from Death Adder,

an evil tyrantwho came to power in

a bloody uprising. You can choose

to play as any of three characters, or

two of the three in the two-player

mode. All three are formidable

warriors: Gilius Thunderhead, a

bearded, axe-wielding dwarf; Axe
Battler, a brawny giant; or Tyris

Flare, a beautiful (but deadly)

Amazon whose most lethal talent is

her knowledge of magic.

Toreach Death Adder, you must
fight your way through a multitude

of enemies, including armored
knights, mighty sumo wrestlers,

vicious female guards, and skeleton

swordsmen.

Each character fights with a

sword or axe, although ifyou're close

enough you can also kick and punch
your foe. In a really tense situation,

you can use magic to eliminate or

weaken several opponents at once.

The Genesis version of Golden

Axe features two levels (one in which
you duel specific enemies) that

weren' t available in thearcadegame,
and it retains the arcade version's

two-playercoopera tivemode. Ifyou
enjoy straightforward, death-or-

glory arcade games, you'll really

appreciate the action in Golden Axe.

— Sega of America

HELLFIRE
After 1,000 years of galactic peace,

astronomersbegin to notice that stars

on the far side of the universe are

being swallowed by darkness —
warning ofan invasion by the Guild

of the Ultra-Mech! You play Lancer,

the captain of the aircraft carrier

Sylphide. You must pilot the

Sylphide over six planets, grabbing

the color-coded weapons and
power-ups in your path and saving

the worlds from the Guild.

Translated from the coin-op

game, HellFire is a horizontal-scroll-

ing space shoot-em-up that tests re-

flexes and strategic abilities. The
Genesis version even goes one step

beyond the arcadegame— there are

several exclusive features,including

a super weapon that's designed to

destroy enemies with one shot.

The plot may sound familiar,

but don't think that regaining the

conquered planets is going to be
child's play. You select one of four

firing patterns — forward, back-

ward, up and down, and diagonally

forward and backward — to shoot

your lasers and power-up weapons.
But you can change the direction of

fire at anytime, and to be really

successful you'll need to scan each

battle scene and decide which pat-

terns will inflict the most damage.

Hellfire is yet another example
of what better graphics can do for

the reliable scroll-and-shoot type of

videogame. Although there's in-

creasing competition among Genesis

shoot-em-ups, Hellfire's blend of de-

tailed animation and elements of

strategy should help set it apart from
the others.

—Seismic



HERZOG ZWEI
Good shooting games abound for

nearly every videogame machine;

good war games do not. Herzog Zwei

stands out as one of the best war

games in any format — in some
aspects it even rivals the better

computer games.

HerzogZwei succeeds despite (or

perhaps because of) its curiously

hybrid nature. It contains plenty of

direct, player-controlled arcade-

style action, yet it places that action

in the context of an elaborate and

beautifully balanced strategy pro-

gram. To win, you must show
lightning speed on the attack, and

cunning and tenacityon the defense.

You have to plan long-range strate-

gies and skillfully allocate resources.

Thenext time you considerstepping

on a cricketorswatting a fly, itmight

be a good idea to play a game or two

of Insector-X before you make your

decision.

This Genesis game lets you en-

ter the world of the arthropod and

fly through different scenarios de-

stroying assorted six-legged crea-

tures— all the same size as you!

Itseems that certainmembers of

the insect empire have decided to

wreak havoc on Earth. You're a

winged warrior, battling to bring

peace totheworld—even if it means

blasting the antennas off of every

mutant mosquito, grotesque grass-

hopper, and repulsive roach you
encounter. It could be an impossible

You'll be locked in furious

combatwithan evil dictator, battling

his forces on eight different worlds.

The terrain of each world can dra-

matically affect the course of your

campaigns.

Both you and your opponent

will try to destroy the other's base

campwhilesecuring smaller, neutral
bases. With these bases, you can

manufacture a wide variety of

weapons, including airborne and

amphibious units. Your main
weapon is a hovering attack jet with

which you actually fly into battle.

The learning curve for Herzog

Zwei is unusually steep for a

videogame— don' t expect to figure

out everything until you've played

quite a few games and memorized

your command options. But once

you have a handle on it, you'll find

Herzog Zwei utterly gripping and

constantly fresh, game after game.

— Sega of America

INSECTOR-X

task, though; didyou know that there

are more insects in one square mile

of land than there are people on

Earth?

Your mission takes you from

the arid desert to the sweltering

jungle, from the fetid city sewers to

the teeming underground insect

empire. You'll be battling insects of

all descriptions —including tough

half insect/half machines. Luckily,

some insects leave behind power-

up items when you destroy them.

Grab the items to increase your

firepower. You'll need every bit of

ammunition you can find to defeat

the five giant insect bosses you'll

face as you fight to save the world.

Although the graphics in

Insector-X are truly excellent, the

game is ultimately just another

shooter. But if that's what you're

after in a videogame, this one'sworth

a look.

— Sage's Creation



ISHIDO: THE WAY OF THE STONES
Ishido is a nice change of pace from
the slash-and-hack action of many
videogames. Almost a combination

of chess and mah-jongg, Ishido em-
phasizes contemplation over action.

You play on a board of 96

squares, and your goal is to match

stones in strategic combinations,

grouping theplaying piecesby color,

shape, and design. You can play

alone, or against a human or com-

puter opponent.

While a one-way match — two

stones of thesame color, forexample

— issimple, thegame becomes more
complex as you begin making two-

way matches. A two-way match
means that a stone's color must
match that of one adjacent stone,

while its shapemustmatch the shape

of another adjacent stone. If that

sounds tricky, imagine the strategy

involved in gaining a four-way
match, the biggest point-earner.

Obviously, there's more than a little

luck involved in making a four-way

match, but, as in chess, you make
your own luck by looking ahead as

many moves as possible.

Ishido isn't an instantly addic-

tive game, like Tetris. While the ob-

jective of the game is simple, the

thought and strategy required can

be rather involved. Once you've

gotten the hang of it, you may find

Ishido as absorbing as any game
you've played.

— Accolade

KA-GE-KI
Ka-Ge-Ki, from one of the new inde-

pendent Genesis licensees, is a

martial-arts/boxing game based on
a Japanese coin-op hit. Your on-

screen character is a slick-looking,

quick-moving, street-wise heavy
hitter. But you're in for the fight of

your life — you'll face nine major

adversaries, all waiting for a chance

to take you on. And the more of

them you defeat, thebigger they get.

The object is to fightyourway to

the top of a skyscraper, battling the

enemies you meet on each of the

nine floors. But it won't be easy.

They'll come atyou with everything

they've got— from sumo wrestling

moves and martial arts hits and
kicks, to swinging hammers.

They don't always fight fair.

Whileyou'rebusycoordinatingyour
jabs and uppercuts, the bad guys
will try using exploding barrels and
Molotov cocktails.

If you win, you'll get to see your
enemies tossed into a pit. But if you
lose, you'll have to watch your char-

acter writhe in agony as he suffers

through a death longer than theones

in bad TV westerns.

The artwork in Ka-Ge-Ki is

pleasant, although the animation

isn't as smooth as in most Genesis

games. And there aren't very many

moves to choose from— just a jump
and two punches.

— Sage's Creation



KLAX

Ever since the phenomenal success

of Tetris, game companies havebeen
frantically trying to come up with

"The Next Tetris"— in other words,

a fast, simple game that's both easy

to learn and highly addictive to play.

Klax takes the basic arrange-the-

falling-objects concept of Tetris, tilts

it back to a 45-degree angle, and

adds enough bells and whistles to

qualify it as an almost-new game.

Like Tetris, the basics of Klax can be

learned quickly;but the skillsneeded

torackup really big scores. . .ah, those

come only after hours of play.

Here's what happens: multi-

colored tiles drop down randomly

from the top of an inclined ramp. At

the bottom of the ramp is a paddle

which you move back and forth to

catch and hold the falling tiles. You
can hold up to five at a time, then

move them to a desired spot and

drop them into position. You get

points by arranging three or more

tiles of the same color in rows and

patterns, called "klaxes."

As soon as you make a klax, the

tiles in it flash and then vanish,

making room fornewarrangements.
The more elaborate the klax (some

shown in the manual will take you

years to figure out!), the higher your

score.

If Klax doesn't quite have the

charm of Tetris, it does provide an

engrossing challenge that will draw

you back again and again.

— Tengen

LAKERS VERSUS CELTICS
The resurgent National Basketball

Association owes much of its

popularity to superstars likeMichael

Jordan,and rivalries like thedynastic

duel between Los Angeles and

Boston. Actually getting to play as

the pro teams and stars you love is

but one of the many strengths of

Lakers Versus Celtics.

Electronic Arts has succeeded

in conveying all the thrills of NBA
basketball — the fast-break action,

the half-court strategy, and the

league's marquee names. Many of

basketball's real superstars are rep-

resented on the game's eight NBA
franchises and two all-star teams.

Just the presence of these carefully

portrayed roundball greats creates a

real sense ofexcitement, even before

the teams hit the court.

Each team comes with a full

player roster from the 1989-90 sea-

son, and the game includes a com-
plete set of accurate stats for each

NBA star. The appearance and
classic signature moves of the stars

are easily recognizable. You'll see

Isiah drive the lane and lay in a

finger-roll in heavy traffic. Jordan's

reverse slam and Barkley's monster

jam are also programmed into the

game.

The game manual advises you

against playing a style of basketball

that doesn't fit the club you're

coaching. For example, you
shouldn't force a fast-break offense

if you have the lead-footed Celtics.

Instead, utilize their pinpoint pass-

ing and excellent shooting. And if

you're controlling theChicago Bulls,

you need only one play — "Give

Michael the ball."

—
- Electronic Arts



LAST BATTLE

In Last Battle, you are a hero with an

enormous mission. Wicked forces

have gained control of the land after

a great war, and are rewarding evil

while subjecting the good people to

slavelike conditions. As Aarzak,you
mustsingle-handedly overcome the

fiendish powers that rule the coun-

try, liberating your friend Alyssa

from captivity in the process.

Your task is imposing, but you
possess the knowledgeofJet-Kwon-
Do — a secret martial art that will

help you even theodds. Asyou battle

enemies in search of Alyssa and her

captors, your character will "bulk

up" with muscle. You'll acquire in-

credible new moves and increased

defensive power.

Last Battle takes full advantage

of the Genesis graphic capabilities.

Yourjourney takesyou to numerous
locales — through cities, inside

castles, and across the ocean— and
allarebeautifullyrendered.Theside-

view perspective is enhanced by the

detailed background graphics, giv-

ing the game a nice 3-D feel. And
although the game is mainly a

punch-kick-and-leap affair, there is

some strategy involved in deciding

which areas to visit in each stage

and in what order.

There are no passwords to let

you continue from the last stage you
reached, so you'll have to start from
thebeginningwitheachnew session.

This can be annoying. Aside from
that, you should find Last Battle a

satisfying test of your arcade skills.

— Sega of America

MICKEY MOUSEAND THE
CASTLE OF ILLUSION

MickeyMouseand the Castle ofIllusion

is a terrific debut of the Walt Disney
characters on Genesis. The graphics

and scrolling fields are state-of-the-

art, and so convincing that the game
almost appears three dimensional.

The art and animation are dead
ringers for the Mickey Mouse car-

toons of the thirties and forties.

As the game begins, the wicked
witch Mizrabel has taken Minnie
Mouse prisoner because Mizrabel is

jealous ofherbeautyand popularity.

You'll play Mickey as you set off for

the Castle of Illusion to rescue your

main mouse.

The game we reviewed was an
earlyprototype, with adversaries on
only the first few levels. But we saw

enough to know that the game is

packed with plenty of adventure.

In the forest levels, Mickey faces

moving tree stumps, dancing mush-

rooms, and flowers thatspewdeadly
seeds. There are two ways to get by
these fierce enemies — jump over

them, or jump and crouch, landing

on them with your rear end.

Later, Mickey encounters toy

soldiers, clowns on unicycles, and
rooms that turn upside down. You
can collect oranges to throw at your
foes, and you'll also find stars that

increase your life.

Even in the later, unfinished

levels of the game, the detailed set-

tings alone were impressive. Mickey
Mouse and the Castle ofIllusion boasts

some of the most unusual and inno-

vative scenes in any videogame.

— Sega of America



MONDU’S FIGHT PALACE
Sheba is a punk rocker. She struts

around the ring, wearing a bikini

and a Mohawk haircut. Bonapart,

her opponent, follows her. Bonapart

is a regular guy, save for the fact that

he's a skeleton. The opening bell

rings, and the two wrestlers begin

circling one another, preparing to

attack. Holds are made, thenbroken.

Punches are evenly exchanged for

kicks— obviously, the fighters are

well-matched.

Sheba resorts to her special

move: the Mohawk shoots from the

top ofherhead, taking on a ferocious

life all itsown. The skeleton responds

by removing one of his leg bones

and fashioning a crude but effective

whip. He fends off the hair attack

and continues beating her with his

thigh bone. Finally, Bonapart is

victorious. Sheba falls, and a mon-
strous head rears up from the sand,

snatches her in his teeth, and dis-

appears. Anotherevening hasbegun

at Mondu's Fight Palace.

Mondu's Fight Palace is based on

the PC game Tongue of the Fat Man.

Mondu, the Fat Man, operates an

outer-space wrestling arena where

aliens of every imaginable stripe

come to grapple, place bets, or just

unwind with friends. Seven differ-

ent fighters, including Mondu and

his fabled tongue, are ready to rip

each other to shreds in ways both

bizarre and colorful.

The gambling is always heavy

and the tournament wrestling fierce.

In this game, there's never a ques-

tion of the action being real. With

Mondu's brand of wrestling, faking

is impossible.

— Sega of America

MICHAEL JACKSON MOONWALKER
Michael Jackson is undeniably a

superstar. Not only in the United

States, but all over the world,

Michael Jackson is a household

name. So it's no surprise that when
JacksonapproachedSega ofAmerica

with an idea for a videogame, the

company was quick to accept the

idea and go to work.

The result of Jackson's and

Sega's collaboration is Michael Jack-

son Moonwalker. You play as Michael

himself, and your mission is to stop

the evil Mr. Big from taking over the

world. As part of his terrible plot,

Mr. Big has kidnapped the children

of leaders all over the world. Only

Michael can free the kids and save

the world.

The most noticeable difference

between Moonwalker and many
other videogames is the smooth,

dancing way Michael moves. He
glides and moonwalks through the

game just like he does in his music

videos. And with a great stereo

soundtrack of Jackson's hit music.

including "Beat It," "Thriller," and

"Billie Jean," the resemblance to a

music video is even greater.

Thegame doesn'tsacrifice action

for its great graphics and sound.

There are plenty of varied settings

and tough enemies, from the seedy

Club 30 and its well-dressed gang-

sters to the high-tech hideout of Mr.

Big and his armored guards. Be-

tween fighting thugs and searching

for the kidnapped children, you'll

stay every step of the way.

Moonwalker is one of the showiest

and most entertaining Genesis

games around.

— Sega of America



MYSTIC DEFENDER
Alexandra,daughter of theSupreme
Deity, has been kidnapped by
henchmen of the evil King Zao. He
plans touse the girl's spirit toawaken
his master. EnterJoeYamato, veteran

fighter and magic-user. Single-

handedly, he must halt Zao's hei-

nous plot and rescue Alexandra.

As Yamato, the hero of Mystic

Defender, you will journey through

strange landsand fighteven stranger

enemies. In fact, the artwork in this

game is nothingshort of spectacular.

The scenes have great depth, with

the carefully scrolling backgrounds

and three-dimensional look we've

come to expect (and always appre-

ciate) in Genesis games.

The animation is just as impres-

sive, and brings to life some of the

most gruesome characters we've

seen. There aremonkshanging from
nooses, slowly swinging and ap-

parently dead. But when you fire at

them, theychange into giant spiders.

Insome scenes, greattoothed worms
risefrom the ground, while in others

you face a seething wall of brains.

You attackbyfocusingKienergy
and shooting it from your finger-

tips. Thelongeryou focus theenergy,

the larger the ball of Ki — and the

more harm it causes theenemy. You
can also use magic, and you'll find

powerful magic spells hidden
throughout thegame.Thesenotonly
help you out of the tight situations

you'll find yourself in, but also add
a lot of variety to the game.

— Sega of America

PAT RILEY BASKETBALL

Pat Riley Basketball is a colorful

showcase of Sega Genesis' graphics

potential. The action scrolls

smoothly, the players are defined

clearly, the arena is realistic, and the

flavor of real-life basketball is pre-

sented.

The game doesn't show off the

system's computer capabilities,

though. There is no bench — your
starting five are your only five —
and there are no set plays in the

offense. That'sa bitodd,considering

that Pat Riley wouldn't have been

last year's NBA coach of the year

without a solid bench and "money"
plays like the "Kareem-Magic Pick

'n Roll."

Visually, the game is strongest

under the basket. When an offensive

player gets in close to the hoop, the

actionbreaksaway toa close-upview

of the attempted dunk. If a defender

is nearby,he tooappears in the close-

up to try to block the slam. The
confrontations are vivid and fun to

watch.

Ifjumpshotsaremoreyour style,

be warned that field-goal percent-

ages appear to be random. It doesn't

seem to matter how close defenders

are, orwhetherornotyou'resquared

with the basket when you shoot.

Since it's often easier to go to the

basket, think twicebefore launching

the three-pointers.

The great graphics, Lakers-style

fast-break action, and excellent

sound effects make for an exciting

game—although a greater selection

of players and play options would
be a big improvement.

— Sega of America



PHANTASY STAR II

Phantasy Star is the best-selling Mas-

ter System game available. Needless

to say, role-players were anxious to

get their hands on Phantasy Star II for

the Sega Genesis. And from every

report, it was well worth the wait.

Muchhashappened in the millen-

nium since we last checked in on the

Algol star system of Phantasy Star.

AfterAlis defeatedDarkFalz, the three

planets in the system were linked by

an enormous computer, the Mother

Brain. This massive computer has

regulated almost every aspect of life

for centuries.Now there is a problem.

Mother Brain is blowing her circuits.

As the lead character and a young

inhabitantofAlgol,you areawakened

by a recurring nightmare, which is

actually the closing sequence from

Phantasy Star. Sensing thatsomething

is wrong, you report to your com-

manding officer. He orders you on a

journey that will present you with

many new mysteries. For instance.

why are the dams of Mota locked,

denying the planet urgently needed

water? IFs up to you to find out.

But pace yourself, because this

mission will require a little overtime.

The game uses six megabytes of

memory, so you're going to need the

110-page hint book that comes with

the cartridge.

Sega built a reputation for solid

role-playing adventures on the Mas-

ter System, and Phantasy Star II lives

up to that reputation. It's the most

expensive Genesis cartridge to date,

but gamers won't be disappointed.

- Sega of America

PHELIOS
Phelios takes the traditional verti-

cally scrolling shooter, transforms it

with dazzling graphics and sound,

and tosses in an overlay of Greek

mythology.

Artemis, themoon goddess, has

been kidnapped by the evil Typhon.

As the sun god Apollo, it's up to you
to battle your way through seven

worlds in search of her. You won't

have to walk—you'll ride Pegasus,

the legendary flying horse.

Yourprimaryweapon is amagic

sword that fires something like a

laser beam. In the early stages of the

game, the sword alone may be

enough to protect you — but just

barely. To stand a chance against

tough enemies such as the mythical

Medusa, you'll have to collect spe-

cial power items. You can uncover

these by shooting the golden owls

that fly onto the screen from time to

time. The items modifyand increase

the power of your sword, and some
will give Pegasus special abilities.

The owls may also hold extra lives,

and ultimately one will contain

Phelios, thesword of light. Phelios is

only available in the last stage, and

is essential if you are to defeat

Typhon.

The colorful, detailed graphics

put Phelios a cut above the usual

shoot-em-up, giving the game a

depth you'll have to see to appreci-

ate. And for those who are new to

this type of game, the novice mode
makes things just a bit less frustrat-

ing.

— Namco



POPULOUS
Populous gives you the powers of a

god. You hold dominion over hun-

dreds of possible worlds, with land-

scapes ranging from icy tundra to

fertile grasslands.

Each world is inhabited by two
kinds of people: good and evil. You
are the god of the good people, and
their fate is in your hands. Through
divine manipulation of their envi-

ronment and behavior, you foster

their cultural, technological, and
economic growth. Your goal is

simple: to become powerful enough
to overcome the evil god and sweep

the world of his people.

When the game begins, your

people are poor and primitive, liv-

ing incrudehutswith barelyenough

farmland to support themselves.

Their success, and your power as a

deity, depend on the amount of

manna (crops) your people can

produce. By lowering and raising

sections of the landscape, you can

make it suitable for agriculture and
settlement.

You can also use other powers
to aid your people — you can lead

them into unexplored territory, or

provide them with a leader and
knights to help them defeat the evil

people.

Meanwhile, your foe— the evil

god— is working to improve the lot

of his people. To limit the evil

peoples' growth and protect your

own subjects, you might call forth

anearthquakeor a cataclysmic flood

.

Of course, the evil deity can do the

same to you. All this makes Populous

a fascinating game, the result of a

perfect blend of actionand strategy.

— Electronic Arts

RAMBO III

Tortured by memories of the war in

Vietnam,JohnRambo seeks the soli-

tude of a remote mountain village.

But Rambo's friend and former

commanding officer. Colonel
Trautman, tracks him to the village.

Trautman asks Rambo's help with a

top secret mission into Afghanistan.

Rambo refuses, tellingTrautman
that hiswar is over. His planschange,

though, when the Colonel is cap-

tured by the Soviet army occupying

Afghanistan. The reluctant Rambo
takes up arms against a sea of

troubles.

Based onthe hitmovie,Rambo III

follows the adventures of the former

Green Beret as he brings the Soviets'

worst nightmare to life.

Beforeyou canrescueTrautman,

you have to complete several mis-

sions. You must infiltrate a Soviet

prison camp to rescue a secret agent

who knows where Trautman is be-

ing held. You'll destroy the enemy
arsenal, trying to divert attention

from your true mission. You'll face

entire divisions of Russian troops as

you move deeper into the Soviet

territory.

In some ways, Rambo III works
better as a videogame than as a

movie. It's hard to take seriously a

film about a shirtless renegade who
stages a one-man invasion of a war-
tom country, casually blasting heli-

copter gunships out of the sky with

a bow and arrow. But the fantastic

plot makes for a terrific videogame,

where impossible exploits, multiple

lives, and guns that never run out of

ammo are expected. With its well-

known chartacters and terrific ac-

tion, Rambo III is a one of the best

shooters around.

— Sega of America



REVENGE OF SHINOBI
The ninja walks a special path. Other

warriors define themselves in terms

of raw, unbridled power— but not

the ninja. He substitutes speed for

strength. Other fighters announce

their presence boldly, daring you to

look them in the eye. Not the ninja.

The soul of his technique is surprise.

By the time you turn to see the ninja

warrior, your fate has already been

sealed. There's a different attitude at

work in the ninja mind. The ninja is

the most graceful assassin of all.

AsJoeMusashi, theheroofRevenge

of Shinobi, you are a student of the

secret ninja dojo. For centuries the

dojo (or school) has remained undis-

covered, and was where the ways of

the ninjawarriorwere taught. You are

one of its finest students, and an ex-

pert in the techniques of Shinobi —
the art of stealth.

As the game begins, you have just

returned to the dojo from a long and

dangerous journey. But the dojo has

been ransacked, and the ninja sensei,

your beloved teacher, has been assas-

sinated. You discover the identity of

the attackers, and set out to avenge

your teacher.

One of thegame'smajor strengths

lies in its rich, beautifully rendered

graphics. Revenge of Shinobi delivers

what many similar games only

promise — exciting ninja combat,

electrifying characters, and smooth,

unrelenting action all played out

against a variety of striking locales.

This is easily one of the most impres-

sive martial arts games available for

any system.

— Sega of America

SHOVE IT!

If your idea of a great game is one

that emphasizes agility of the mind

overmanual dexterity,then youmay
want to look into Shove It! In this

puzzle game you play the part of a

warehouse workman, Stevedore,

who's saddled with the task of ar-

ranging the warehouse inventory.

To do this you have to push the

crates— you can't pull or lift them

— to positions marked bywhite dots

on the warehouse floor. When all

the crates have been placed on a

white dot, the puzzle is solved and

Stevedorecanmove to thenextroom.

Each room has a different floor

plan. Because you can only push the

crates, your first concern is to avoid

placing crates in corners or up
against walls. Ifyou can'

t
getbehind

a crate, you can't move it. It's often

necessary to position the crates in a

certain order.

You'll have to plan each move
well in advance as you progress to

the higher levels. Theroomsbecome
increasingly more complex in lay-

out, and often a single wrong move
is enough to doom your efforts to

failure. Fortunately, the game does

feature a trace mode, which allows

you to retrace your steps and figure

out exactly where you made that

wrong move.

Shove It! isn't for everyone.

There's very little action on the

screen, and the different rooms are

all rather similar in appearance. But

for those with a fondness for ana-

lytical games. ShoveIt! should prove

very popular.

— Dreamworks



SPACE HARRIER II

This sequel to Sega's popular Space

Harrier takes place thousands of

years in the future. One day, you
monitor a faint distress call from the

214th sector of the galaxy. You may
be light years away, but you're still

the only one who can answer the

appeal of these unknown people.

Using the "cosmic gate," you
warp to Fantasyland. Alienmonsters

have completely overrun the planet

and are planning to blow it to

smithereens. You're armed with a

mere laser rifle. Will it be enough?

You must clear 12 stages before

Fantasyland can be saved (plus bo-

nus screens after every five levels).

You'll face pig-faced barbarians in

Fors Yard, strange smoke rings and
Cyborgmen in Zero Polis, gargoyle-

like Giddores in Craddha, and evil

starfish in Felcold.

The stage bosses you'll have to

beat are among the most intimidat-

ing creatures in any game. You'll

face a three-headed tortoise that

shoots fireballs. There's Mantichora,

with wings and a savage overbite.

And you'll have to decide which of

the Wizard'smanyimages is his real

body.

Space Harrier II is a standard

arcade-action game, but it's an im-

provementover its predecessor.This

game has better graphics, stereo

music, and amazing sound effects.

Anyone who enjoyed the first game
— as well as anyone who likes a

good shoot-em-up — will want to

grab their laser guns and jump right

into the action of Space Harrier II.

— Sega of America

SUPER THUNDER BLADE
In this sequel to the Master System
game Thunder Blade, you're back in

the cockpit of the heavily armed
supercopter. This time out, your
mission is to battle powerful ren-

egade troops who've somehow
gained control ofsome of theworld's

most lethal ground and air attack

vehicles.

Although your enemy's inten-

tions are a bit sketchy, you'll soon
realize that it doesn't really matter

what the enemy is after— your im-

mediate concern is survival. Re-

gardless of your enemies' ultimate

goal, the challenge of safely maneu-
vering your helicopter through the

hostile fire and detailed, colorful

screens is reason enough to play this

game.

The action inSuperThunder Blade

is the same as in many other shoot-

ers—keep firing, keepdodging, and
keep advancing. While this routine

often becomes boring in many

games, the first-person perspective

and 3-D feel of Super Thunder Blade

give the game an urgent quality that

makes it stand out from the crowd.
The clouds, skyscrapers, and terrain

features are finely rendered, and
when you fire your machine gun or

rockets,your shotsgrowsmallerand
smaller as they travel into the dis-

tance.

If you like the action and per-

spective in games such as Space

Harrier and Space Harrier II, then

you'll feel right athome in the cock-

pit of the Super Thunder Blade.

— Sega of America



SUPER HYDLIDE
No one can remember when Evil

invaded Fairyland the first time.

There are only the legends, passed

downfrom generation to generation,

of a warrior who single-handedly

saved the land from Evil's domina-

tion. But the peaceful inhabitants of

Fairyland have forgotten the name
of their champion.

One dark night, a mysterious

fireball exploded in the Fairyland

sky. The next day doors appeared

where doors had never been. Those

who ventured through the openings

disappeared forever. Then strange

earthquakes and other catastrophes

began to occur. Droughts destroyed

crops, villages were destroyed by

floods, and monsters materialized

from nowhere. In panic, the Fairy-

land Council met and agreed that

pausE

the legendary Evil had returned.

The council members searched

for another warrior who might save

them from their horrible fate— and

they found you. You must search

Fairyland to find the source of the

Evil. Talk to the people you meet to

gain information, and battle mon-
sters to earn experience.

Super Hydlide is a traditional

role-playing game with some inter-

esting and unique qualities. For ex-

ample, you're only able to carry a

certain amount of weight in your

backpack, but you're able to ex-

change heavy gold for papermoney
in a bank. Thrifty adventurers can

also set up bank accounts that draw
interest.

Still, while SuperHydlide features

better graphics and sound than its

Nintendo predecessor, Hydlide, the

poorly defined characters and

landscape can't compare with other

Genesis role-playing games such as

Phantasy Star II. It's not a bad game
— it's just not as good a game as the

Genesis is capable of supporting.

— Seismic

SUPER HANG-ON
Hang-On, one of the most popular

motorcycleracing games ever, is still

popular in the arcades. Now Super

Hang-On for the Genesis brings you
all the exciting racing action of its

predecessor, plus an additional

playingmode thatmakes the game a

strategic challengeas well as a testof

speed and reflexes.

In the familiararcade mode,you

race against the clock on courses in

Africa, Asia, America, and Europe.

While the graphics for all four

courses are of near-arcade quality,

the background scenery for the Eu-

ropean course is especiallynice,with

the Eiffel Tower looming impres-

sively against the nighttime sky of

Paris.

In the original mode, you've got a

lot more to worry about than just

staying on the road and avoiding

the other racers. Here, you race

against specific opponents, and you
mustbea t them in order toearn prize

money for upgrading your bike. At

first, your bike's acceleration and

handling aren't very good, but with

each victory you earn money to buy
better parts, and before too long

you'll be maneuvering the courses

on a top-notch machine. You also

have to hire a mechanic and try to

find a sponsor to help cover your

expenses.

The game has the same techno-

pop soundtrack as its arcade fore-

runner, and its game play has much

the same feel. Super Hang-On is a

worthy sequel, and sets the stan-

dard for cartridge-based motorcycle

games.

— Sega of America



SUPER MONACO GP
Ifyou wantrealism ina racing game,
you should definitely take a look at

Sega's Super Monaco GP. The first

screen you see is a near-photo-

graphic shot of a lovely woman,
leaning against the "Sega Grand
Prix" sign as Formula 1 cars race by
on the track behind her. Next comes
a digitized screen of a car squealing

out of the pits toward you, followed

by a close-up of the car's engine,

again digitized and even animated.

Itlooksalmost likeamovie, certainly

like a top-notch arcade game. But a

home videogame? It's hard to be-

lieve.

This isn't one of those games
that reserves its most impressive

screens for the titleand closing cred-

its. Super Monaco GP has a lot to of-

fer, and the game plays as good as it

looks.

You can choose from several

different races and tracks, all ofthem
road coursesfrom around the world.

Three transmissions are available:

an automatic, a four-speed manual,
and a seven-speed manual. Other

options let you tailor the controls

just about any way you like, select-

ing which buttons will control

brakes, accelerator, and transmis-

sion.

You'll hear the engine whine as

you accelerate, begging you to shift

into high gear. Your pit crew will

urge you on with clean, lifelike

shouts, and there's even a doppler

effect as you pass other cars. If this

game wereany more realistic, you'd

need a helmet to play it safely.

— Sega of America

TARGET EARTH
The year 2101 was an eventful one

for Earth. Just as the first Space Ex-

ploration Team was launched on an
investigative mission, the super-

powers of theworld began a horrible

nuclear war. The fate of the space

team was forgotten as the violence

of war threatened to destroy Earth.

The lastanyone heard from the team
was a transmission asking for help.

In the years that followed, a

devastated but peaceful Earth
emerged. The world's most talented
scientists combined their techno-

logical insights, and space stations

were established throughout the

galaxy. The Earth Defense League
was setup togovern the settlements.

Soldiers in the Defense league were
issued 12-foot-tall armored Assault

Suits to help them protect the colo-

nists.

You're a buck private in the

Defense League, stationed on
Jupiter's Ganymede Base. You're
talented, but nothing you've en-

countered in your time with the

military has prepared you for the

strange, alien enemy racing toward
the solar system. Known as the

Chron, they threaten not only your
base, but Earth as well. Is there a

connection between these invaders

and the hapless exploration team?

Only you can find out.

Each of Target Earth's eight

stages offers a unique objective. You
must evacuate the colonists from
the base in Stage 2, do a turn at

guard duty in Stage 5, and recapture

the space colony in Stage 7. Your
weaponry can be upgraded as you
advance, butyoumustdecide which
of the guns, grenades, and assault

weapons are most effective against

the different Chronian ships.

Thanks to its very nice graphics

and the variety in the game's stages.

Target Earth is a much more sub-

stantial game than many similar

shooters.

— Dreamworks



THUNDER FORCE II

Thunder Force II proves that the su-

periorgraphics of theGenesis system

can revitalize even the most familiar

kinds of games.

You're at the controls of the red-

hot Thunder Force II space jet. Your

mission: defend the peaceful planet

of Nebula against the evil emperor

Reficul and his hordes. To complete

the task, you'll have to fight your

way through five levels (and eight

stages) of defenses, finally attacking

Reficul's hidden space-fortress.

Thegameunfoldson alternating

vertical and horizontal screens. The
scrolling backgrounds are, in every

case, imaginative and rich in detail.

The screens may remind you of

Xevious, but that old arcade classic

seems positively sedate compared

to the headlong velocity of Thunder

Force II. Each of the five levels has

interesting and nicely contrasted

stages: caves, a pipeline, ancient

ruins, etc.

Our game testers agreed that

the vertical screens were among the

prettiestand mostchallenging ofany

scroll-and-shoot game they played

in 1989. At times, the screenseems to

explode with movement, color, and
blazing lasers.

Connoisseurs of futuristic fire-

power will love all the high-tech

weaponry in this game. You can use

wave-shots, nova-bursts, side-

blasters,and thedreaded mega-flash,

to name a few. With so many types

of weapons to choose from, a major

part of your survival strategy in-

volves developinga sure instinct for

which weapon to use in a given

situation.

There's nothing "new" about

this game— its biggest appeal is to

shoot-em-up fans who look not for

something different, but for "more"

and "better." With itsbreakneckpace

and incandescent graphics. Thunder

Force II delivers exactly what these

players ciave.

— Sega of America

THUNDER FORCE III

Yes, it's a side-scrolling shooter. But

Thunder Force III elevates this old

format to some truly incrediblenew
heights.

The sequel to Thunder Force II

once again puts you in the cockpit of

the trusty Thunder Force. Unlike its

predecessor, though, the action in

Thunder Force III is all horizontal

scrolling.

As the game begins, you view

an eight-planet solar system on the

high-tech screen ofyour vessel. Each

of the eight worlds has fallen under

alien domination, and you are their

only hope of liberation. By moving

the targeting cursor to a specific

planet you can access information

on the world's terrain. You'll also

see a diagram of the boss alien on
that world, indicating his weak
point. When you're ready to go, you
press a button and immediately

zoom toward the selected planet.

Although there's nothing new
in the game's side-scrolling layout,

the fast action and multi-layered

backgrounds make every scene a

standout. Each of the eight alien

landscapes is an innovative and

beautiful display of 16-bit graphics.

The scenery is brilliantly colored,

with multiple scrolling fields add-

ing a real sense of depth. In one

scene you fly through a land of fiery

lava, with a background of waver-

ing flame. The illusion of intense

heatis so great thatsometimes you'll

have trouble tearing your eyes from

the background long enough to

watch where you're going.

— Technosoft



TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL
The superb graphics in Tommy
Lasorda Baseball set the game apart

from themany baseball simulations

available for other game systems.

The realism is remarkable. You can

see the seams on the baseball and
the Nike Swoosh on the players'

shoes. The pitchers' windups look

just like they do on television.

The game also hits a home run

with its realisticplayouton the field.

Yourpitching staffcan throw a wide

range of pitches— curves, fast balls,

sinkers, etc. You can also dramati-

cally vary the speed of each pitch to

further confuse the batter.

In the batter's box, hits don't

come easily. If you're able to reach

base against the computer teams.

you've not only accomplished a dif-

ficult task, but you'll also get the

chance to explore the game's so-

phistication. Youcan threaten to steal

on any pitch, frustrating the defense

just like the A's Rickey Henderson
does.

In your role as manager, you can

make the same decisions that often

give Lasorda indigestion. Bring the

infielders in ifyou sense a bunt.When
it looks like your hurler has lost his

stuff, yank him— after all, it's your

team. You chooseyour starters, relief

pitchers, pinch hitters, and determine
the batting order.

To help you make these difficult

decisions, you're provided with sta-

tisticsoneverymember ofyour team.

You can play it by the numbers, like

Oakland's Tony LaRussa, or ignore

the stats and go on hunches, like

Chicago's Don Zimmer. Either way.

Tommy Lasorda Baseball willmake you
feel like a major leaguer.

— Sega of America

TRUXTON
The Gidans have destroyed your
army's cargo barge and left your

secret weapons floating uselessly in

space. Now the aliens are on their

way to your home planet, Borogo.

With your secret weapons out of the

way, the Gidans shouldn't have

much trouble taking control of the

planet.

The only way you can fight the

enemies is with the super fighter—
the most powerful assault ship in

the universe.

As ace pilot Tom the Bomb,
you'll have to fly the super fighter

into battle against theGidans. At the

start of your mission, you'll take off

forthe farreaches ofspaceequipped

with three assault ships, an unlim-

ited number of power shots, and

three destroyer bombs.

If this sounds to you like the

beginning of yet another scrolling

shooter, you're right. Truxton is ex-

actly that. But it manages to distin-

guish itself from the majority of its

shoot-em-up cousins by virtue of its

truly superior graphics.

You'll face the Gidans in five

separate battles as you fly through

space, and the backgrounds and
enemies all look great. As you watch
the actionon the screen, you'll notice

a depth that's uncommon in most
shooters. And as your ship comes
across theenergy weapons thatwere
scattered by the enemy attack, you'll

gain attack powers that are as

beautiful as they are deadly.

Sure, Truxton is another shooter,

but shooters have always been

popular games. And with state-of-

the-art 16-bit graphics and sound,

this game and many like it will be

popular for years to come.

— Sega of America



WHIP RUSH
By the 22nd century, man has man-

aged tooverpopulatenotonly Earth,

but also all the inhabitable planets in

our solar system. In an attempt to

alleviate the overcrowding, three

ships were sent on an exploratory

mission in search ofplanets suitable

for colonization. After five years.

Earth received a message from the

ships saying they were headed to-

ward the planet Voltegeus...then,

nothing. The ships were declared

missing, and presumably lost.

A week after receiving the

message, a massive space vessel of

unknown origin was detected near

Mars. It headed directly for Earth

and unleashed a fierce attack. Was
the appearance of this hostile alien

vessel somehow linked to the dis-

appearance of the three spaceships

near Voltegeus?

In Whip Rush it's your mission

to repel the alien attack and uncover
some clue to the fate of the missing

craft. To accomplish this, you'll be

flying the Whip Rush, a jet fighter

equipped with awesome weapons
and handling capabilities.

This space shooter comes with

the usual assortment ofenemiesand

bosses, but is elevated above the

pack by outstanding graphics and

colorful scenery. There's even an

element of strategy involved, be-

cause each scene is unique and calls

for different weapons and tactics.

Be forewarned: successfully re-

pelling the enemy is not an easy

task, even when your ship is in tip-

top shape. But the fate of the Earth

— as well as the solution to the riddle

of the missing spacecraft— rests in

your hands.

— Renovation

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER

World Cup soccergenerates asmuch
excitement as any sporting event in

the world. Unfortunately, it takes

place only every four years. What's

a soccer fan thirsty for World Cup

action supposed to do in the mean-
time?

World Championship Soccer is at

leasta partial answer, becausemuch
of the action and strategy of the real

thing is captured in this simulation.

You can select your team from any

of24 countries,basing yourdecision

on individual and team statistics for

speed, skill, and goalkeeping. You
thendetermineyour starting lineup.

Once the ball is put in play, you

view the action from above the field,

controlling the player marked with

an arrow. The main screen shows

only a small portion of the field in

detail, but you can keep an eye on

the entire field by watching the inset

screen. This is especially important

whenexecuting ordefending against

long kicks.

The A, B, and C buttons control

your player's movements, and in

combination allow realistic maneu-

vers like high kicking, diving, and

heading the ball.

The graphics, while not as-

tounding, are effective. The close-

ups provided on corner kicks and

other special plays are excellent.

— Sega of America



ZANY GOLF
UnlikeArnoldPalmer Golfand Tommy
Lasorda Baseball, Zany Golf doesn't

strive for realism. But that's OK,
because this is miniature golf. Fan-

tasy is its stock and trade. And be-

cause this is a videogame— where
restrictions like the law of gravity

don't apply — there are holes fea-

turing jumping hamburgers, hov-

ering fairies, and giant pinball ma-
chines.

Zany Golf was originally de-

signed forhome computers,and this

new Genesisversionlooksand plays

just like the Amiga and PC versions.

You play each of the game's holes as

you would a real hole of miniature

golf, trying to reach the cup in a

given number of strokes. Ifyou hope

to make par, you'll have to take ad-

vantage of the obstaclesoneach hole.
For instance, one hole is made

up of twisting fairways that defy

any attempt at accuracy. The only

way to make par is to steer the ball

using blasts of air from electric fans.

Other holes — such as one that re-

sembles the inside of a computer—
take plenty of practice and experi-

mentation.

A pointer allows you to control

your strokes. The farther you move
the pointer from the ball, the harder

your stroke will be. You can also use

the pointer to scroll the display and
see the entire hole.

Graphically, Zany Golf is a very

good game. The miniature-golf

theme works well as a videogame,

where somuchmore is possible than

in real life. Although you may find

yourself wishing for more variety

than the single course offers, you'll

enjoy playing every hole.

— Electronic Arts

ZOOM!

Mr. Smart, the star of Zoom!, has his

work cut out for him. His sole pur-

pose in life is to dash around
mazelike grids suspended in space,

outlining theboxes on the grid. Once
all theboxes are outlined, Mr. Smart
moves on to a new grid and begins

outlining again.

But there are a lot of critters on

the prowl, ready to defeat the Pac-

Manesque Mr. Smart. Wormlets
erase the lines that Mr. Smart has

already filled in, Angleheads slow

him down when he crosses their

path, andSphereroidsroam the grids

just waiting to cause trouble. He can
also be swallowed up byblack holes
that suddenly appear in his path.

Not everything Mr. Smart en-

counters is dangerous. Special items

occasionally appear, including

candy to give him a burst of speed,

glue to slow down his enemies, and
ice cubes to freeze the monsters in

their tracks.

There aresix stages inZoom!,and
each stage has six different plat-

forms. Every platform is more diffi-

cult than the one before, so by the

time you reach the last few you'll

really have to move quickly to stay

ahead of your enemies.

There's alsoa simultaneous two-

player contest, allowing you to

compete with a friend.

Zoom! isn't the most absorbing

or exciting game around, although

it does provide a welcome alterna-

tive to the many scrolling shoot-em-

ups that populate the world of

Genesis games. Don't think it's just

a game for kids, though— Zoom! is

challenging enough for even expe-

rienced gamers. They don't call the

game's star Smart for nothing.

— Sega of America



AERO-BLASTER % J>
Arcade Action/Kaneko

“
I 1%^

In this space-age shooter, you and

your small space craft are pitted

against legions of attacking aliens.

Although your ship is specialized

and very maneuverable, you'llneed

a lot more than the ship alone to

survive your mission. Your only

hope is to gather the power-ups and

weapons you discover, adding fire-

power and new weaponry to your

arsenal. But even grabbing the icons

is a trial — mammoth mechanical

monsters will shower you with bul-

lets, lasers, and missiles every sec-

ond of the way. Can you prove that

skill is more important than size?

Aero-Blaster, a translation of a

coin-op game, features detailed

graphics of the different landscapes

and enemy zones that set the stage

for your battles.

ANDROMEDA MISSION
It's a nightmare for any galaxy pa-

troller: You're alone atEarthoutpost

67-A4, light-years from help. You've

lostcommunication with yourhome
base, and in the distance you can see

enemy aircraft swiftlybearingdown
on your lone ship. Only you can't

Arcade Action/Color Dreams

wake up from this nightmare— it's

unfolding in front of your horrified

eyes.

Your simple patrol mission in

the Andromeda Galaxy has sud-

denly turned into a battle for your

life. At the helm of your space jet.

you must face robotic fighter planes,

mysterious mechanical monsters,

and aliens beyond compare. If you

hope toever see a friendly face again,

you must be diligent in eliminating

every foe from the alien landscape.

ATOMIC ROBO-KID
Arcade Action/Treco

Earth's future doesn't look promis-

ing. A mysterious cloud of cosmic

radiation has permeated the planet,

and strange mutantbeings are over-

whelming the population— threat-

ening the destiny of mankind.

As a last-ditch effort, scientists

develop a high-tech robotic warrior.

There's a chance — a very slim

chance— that this nuclear-powered

soldier willbeable to rid Earth of the

powerful mutant forces. As the

Atomic Robo-Kid, you must stop

not only the giant bosses, but also

thedozens ofdiversemutants found

in every corner of the landscape.

Fortunately, you have four types of

lasers and missiles at your disposal.

Based on a popular Japanese

arcade game. Atomic Robo-Kid is

Treco's first game for Genesis.



BEANBALL BENNY
Zooneyville is likeanybig city— it's

got a lot of crime, a lot of traffic, and
an overcrowded subway. The
population always seems to be on
the street — and right there in the

throngs are Ramon and his thieving

friends.

Fed up with the sticky-fingered

gang,cab driverand retired baseball

pitcher "Beanball Benny" decides to

clean up the city. Taking matters

Arcade Action/Nuvision

into his own hands, Benny starts

whacking criminals with his famous
high-powered "beanball." His pitch

is forceful enough to have the same
effect as a bazooka on its target. But
be careful — the thieves have
weapons of their own.

Benny's mission takes him on a

slapstick adventure through the

streets, sewers, subways, and tun-

nels of the city.

BERLIN WALL
Puzzle Game/Kaneko

Back in the days of the Cold War, the

free world rejoiced when word
leaked out that someone had been

smuggled out of East Germany or

had tunneled under the border.

ThisGenesis titlemaysound like

an espionage thriller, but the name

is misleading. Though you must do
yourown share of tunneling, escape

isn't in your plans. Instead, your
goal is to make your enemies fall

into the holes you've dug. Once
they've dropped from sight, you can
grab a special item.

Berlin Wall is divided into five

stages of ten rounds each, so there's

plenty of challenge. For an added
challenge, compete against a friend

with the two-player option.

As Kenji Ohara, you're the James
Bond of the corporate set. But your
death-defying adventures hit too

close to home when your sister is

kidnapped. As your rescue mission

advances, you realize that her ab-

duction is only the tip of a very nasty

iceberg. Her kidnapper. Dr. Orca,

has invented a Behavior-Altering

Module with which he plans to take

over the world.

BIMINI RUN
Action Adventure/Nuvision

There's lots of fast action in

Bimini Run as you take to the seas in

yourhigh-performanceboat to chase

the kidnappers. Dr. Orca's hideout

is on an exotic island right in the

middle of the "Bimini Triangle," so

you have to battle not only the

scientist's squadron of speed boats

and helicopters, but strange sea

creatures as well.



BURNING FORCE *
Arcade Action/Namco

In the future, would-be cosmic pi-

lots can attend Earth University to

study space-age combat. Each can-

didate is required to pass arduous

exams and then successfully com-

plete a space battle before graduat-

ing. Hiromi Tengenji is the

university's most promising ace. As

she enters the space battle, her in-

structor, Kyoko, is on hand to pro-

>le advice.vide valuable a

This final battle consists of six

rounds ofcompetition againstspace-

age robots. You control Hiromi as

she fights on an air bike and in a

fighter plane, both equipped with

bullets and missiles. Though the

earlier battles take place on Earth's

prairies and deserts, her final fight

takes place in space.

“BUSTER” DOUGLAS
KNOCKOUT BOXING

Sports Simulation/Sega ofAmerica

Forget that other guy. What was his

name ... Tyson? The future ofboxing

has a new name, and that name is

Buster. Sega thinks Knockout Boxing

will send its competition down for

the count. Certainly the graphics—
from the digitized title screens to the

matches inside the ring—look great,

and the company is going to put a lot

of time and energy into the first

boxing simulation for Genesis.

But don't expect to set up an-

other match between Douglas and

Tyson. Buster will probably be the

only current boxer included on the

roster of the Knockout Boxing arena.

But that doesn't mean there won't

be tough challenges forthoseboxing

fans that like their competition on

the videogame screen instead of in-

side the ring.

Back when the Roman Empire cov-

ered most of the known world, it

boasted the greatestarmy in history.

Now you can command the Roman
forces as Julius Caesar. This war
simulation ofCaesar's second expe-

dition in Egypt includes four battle

CAESAR
Strategic Wargame/Micronet

scenarios: defensive battle, sea battle,

land battle, and castle battle, each of

which unfold in real-time.

By successfully completing one

scenario, you're automatically in

position for another. The first battle

begins when you learn that an en-

emy fleet is approaching the Cretan

harbor town where some of your

forces are stationed. In a later sce-

nario,you encounter one of themost

beautiful women in history as you

attempt to rescue Cleopatra from

her enemies.



It's not hard to find a Genesis game
set in outer space or on bizarre alien

worlds. But Colorado offers a differ-

ent challenge. Thegame is set in the

unexplored West of 1801 when
trappersshared theland with buffalo
and Indians.

You'rean intrepid mountaineer

COLORADO
Action Adventure/Color Dreams

in this untamed country. You may
not have seen another white man in

months, butonce you hearabout the

legendary gold mine of the nearby
Cheyenne Indians,you're surprised
howquickly the area isoverrunwith
fortune seekers.

To win yourquest forgold from

the mine, you'll fight for your life

with axes, daggers, rifles, and ex-

plosives. And before your adven-
ture is over, you'll find yourself in a
canoe racingdown the rapids of the

Colorado river.

«

CRIME TRAVELER
Action Adventure/RazorSoft

In the not-so-distant future, time
travel becomesa reality and an elite

group known as the Warp Rangers
is formed. This group isdedicated to

changing the course of history by
altering the outcomes of the major

crimes of the past.

As theRangers' leader,you have
a list of most-wanted criminals and
a stringent time limit to eliminate

each one. Don't forget to wear the

appropriate period clothingonyour
journeys — a conspicuous time
traveler isa dead time traveler. Your

quarry includes such infamous
characters as Attila the Hun, and a

Nazi who makes Hitler look like a

pussycat.

If you enjoy the "what-ifs" of

history, you should enjoy the good
vs. evil battles in Crime Traveler.

Fight a battle right out of today's

headlines with Cross Fire. In this

game, the drug problem has gotten

so bad that drug lords are threaten-

ing the health and wealth of the

entire world. Individual suppliers

have joined forces in networks so

large that they encompass every
country.

CROSS FIRE
Arcade Action/Kyugo Trading Company

In desperation, several nations

band together to fight the three larg-

est drug organizations. As an agent

code-named "Hawk," you've been
hired to destroy the drug networks
single-handedly.

Muchofyourwork isdonefrom
the cockpit of your helicopter,

shooting at enemies coming at you

from all directions. But if you sur-

vive, you'll bring the seemingly
unconquerable drug barons to jus-

tice.



CURSE— QUEST ^
FOR THE SOLAR GRAIL **

I

Arcade Action/INTV

Surprise! Aliens from a distant gal-

axyare attacking yourworld. Unless

you can destroy the enemies' central

brain. Medulla, the aliens will take

over. Once you find out that the

Medulla is located on the aliens'

mothership, you hop in your space

fighter on a mission of destruction.

You won't find much room for

pilot error as you battle wave after

wave of alien creatures. As you get

closer to the Medulla, large, vivid

bosses attack your ship. You must

collect the power-up weapons scat-

tered along your path to increase

you firepower or you won't stand a

chance of survival.

DANDO
Action Role-Playing/Treco

When an enormous fireball rips

across the sky, the land of Aurobia

falls into darkness. The people

huddled in their houses know what
has happened. The legend has come
true.

A tale handed down from an-

cient times tells of Dando, an evil

god renowned for his cruelty. De-

feated once in battle, he has now
recovered and is seeking revenge.

There's no hope for the innocent

people ofAurobiaunless Dando can
be defeated once and for all.

You are the warrior sent to put

an end to Dando's reign of terror.

Although untamed lands and bar-

baric creatures stand between you

and the evil god, you know that

ultimately your quest will be suc-

cessful.

DARK CASTLE
To begin your quest adventure

within Dark Castle, selectone offour

doors in the Great Hall — beyond

each forbidding portal lies a differ-

ent scenario. You must evade or

dispatch a host of gargoyles, vul-

tures, evil wizards, brutal guards,

Arcade Action/Three-Sixty Software

hulking mutants, and plague-rid-

den bats. At first, you're armed only

with a sack full of rocks, but as you
advance, you collect other equip-

ment: a magic shield, a mace, magic

fireballs, and bottles of elixir.

Elaborate mazes abound, and

you can get through them only by

leaping, climbing, ducking, and

dodging — all sorts of trap doors,

tumbling boulders, flames, and fly-

ing creatures lie in wait. Ifyou think

you have a good sense of timing,

this game may humble you.



DEATH BY STEEL
Action AdventurelRazorSoft

There's no rest for the weary. For

months you've been plagued by
horrible nightmares. When all other

cures fail, you try to put an end to

the frightening dreams with an an-

cientIndianmethod called Pearsbteh.

In this ritual, you enter your night-

mares to battle the creatures within.

Fighting skills arepassed toyou from
centuries of dream warriors who
have entered their own nightmares
and exited victoriously.

Armed with a tomahawk or a

spear, you must defeat over 60 dif-

ferent creatures envisioned by your
subconscious. As in many night-

DICK TRACY
Arcade Action/Sega ofAmerica

If that yellow trenchcoat has just

been hanging in your closet since

last summer, dust it off and play a
couple of rounds of Dick Tracy.

Based on last summer's movie,

you're the city's toughest cop, try-

ing to fight gang corruption and
violence. Just because you play by
the rules doesn't mean that you
don't make the likes of Mumbles,
Pruneface, FlatTop, and even Big

mares, the enemies you face are

twisted versions of reality. If you
can convince a friend to enter your
dreams, you can face your night-

mare together.

Boy Caprice shake in their polished

wingtips.

It's going to take a lot of hard
work and a lot ofpowerful ammuni-
tion to blast away the villains, but
you've got justice, law, and order on
your side. What's more, the Kid is

right there with you, and Tess
Trueheart's probably got dinner in

the oven. How could a cop lose?

It takes a real man to wear roller

skates inNewYorkCityand survive
to tell the tale. But DJ Boy isno slouch

when it comes to street fighting. As
the tough-talking, hard-rolling hero,

you must pull on your skates and
use your prowess on wheels to fight

off street fighters in the suburbs of

New York City.

These aren'tordinarystreets. Not

DJ BOY
Arcade Action/Treco

only are you harangued by gangs of

skaters, but you also must face bul-

lies with karate moves like flying

kicks, and killer clowns with some
veryunfunny tricks ups their sleeves.

Fast skaters and fast fighters can
even earn somemoneyon the streets

— just grab the coins spread around
your route.



FINAL ZONE
Arcade action/Renovation Products

Picture a time when wars are no
longer fought by missiles and
nuclearbombs. Instead, the weapon
of choice is theNAP— theNewAge
Power-Suit, a robotic combat ma-
chine that gives its wearer the ulti-

mate in fighting ability.

As soldier Howard Bowie,
you're given one of those save-the-

world tasks that sounds like a hope-

less mission — but equipped with

yourNAP, you stand at least a fight-

ing chance. Your NAP can be

equipped with up to 15 options (out

of 100 available) for speed, maneu-
verability, and weapons — which

include flamethrowers, land mines

and hand-held and body-mounted

firing equipment.

Players who enjoy a little strat-

egy along with their fast and furious

arcade action will probably enjoy

Final Zone.

—M
,

FIRE SHARK
Once again you're behind the con-

trols of a powerful plane, your

people's sole hope for freedom from

enemy domination. In level after

level, you'll need intense concentra-

tion to stop the waves of enemy
planes, tanks, and other vehicles.

The action takes place over land and

sea, and the enemy gets stronger as

you advance.

Your skill and dexterity are

Are you ready for fast racing action?

If you played one of 1989's most

popular arcade games, you know
what lies ahead inHard Drivin'. This

frantic racing simulation puts you
rightbehind thewheel ofapowerful

race car. You've got to make the

Arcade action/DreamWorks

tested as you learn to use your the

right high-tech weapon for the right

situation. Watch what weapons you
pick up— you don't want to cancel

a powerful weapon suchas crossfire

by picking up a puny laser. The
crossfire is tough to get, but once

you have it, you can blow almost

everything off thescreen with only a

slight risk to your plane.

split-second decisions thatmean the

difference between life and death

when you're traveling at these

blazing speeds.

Keep your lead foot on the ac-

celerator on the speed track, or strap

yourself in fora couple of rounds on

thestunt track. All the thrilling

twists and turns, all the hair-

raising spin-outsand blowouts

of real racing are in this game
— but you never have to risk

the soundness of your body

and mind.

HARD DRIVIN’
Racing simulation/Tengen



HELLFIRE
Arcade action/Seismic Software

Another translation of a coin-op

game, HellFire is a horizontal-

scrolling space shoot-em-up that

tests reflexes and strategic abilities.

The Genesis version even goes one
stepbeyond thearcadegame— there

are several exclusive features, in-

cluding a super weapon that's de-

signed to destroy enemies with one

shot.

After 1,000 years of galactic

peace, astronomers begin to notice

that stars on the far reaches of the

universe are being swallowed by
darkness — it's an invasion by the

Guild of the Ultra-Mech! You play

Lancer, the captain of the aircraft

carrier Sylphide

:

You must pilot the

Sylphide over six planets, grabbing

the color-coded weapons and
power-ups in your path and saving

the worlds from the Guild.

JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL
That chill in the air can only mean
one thing — it's football season

again. And the question on
everyone's mind is whether San
Francisco will be able to pull out

anotherseason like the lasttwo. With

Joe Montana calling the shots, any-

thing is possible.

Sports Simulation/Sega ofAmerica

Sega of America, quite aware of

Montana's phenomenal popularity,

arranged with Activision to turn its

Hard Yardage football simulation—
which was already complete— into

Joe Montana Football, instead of cre-

ating a gamefrom scratch. The result

is defensive stands, touchdown

drives, drive-stalling penalties,

bone-crunching tackles, and pin-

point passes. The game's emphasis
is on calling the right plays.

JUNCTION
Puzzle Game/Micronet

Puzzle fans have a new challenge—
Junction, a 3-D marble-maze game
from Micronet. You may think that

maneuvering a red ball to various

checkpoints on the edge of a grid

sounds easy. Think again. There's a

track embedded on each square in

the grid, and your job is to follow the

course to each of the checkpoints

(which disappear after you've rolled

the ball off them), avoiding the pits

and enemies that block your
progress and grabbing the power
icons that fall into your path.

As you advance, expect the

unexpected — if you can't react

quickly and change your strategy to

accommodate random changes in

the grid, you probably won't ad-

vance very far.



It's you against the evil forces of

Reconad. You're outnumbered,
outgunned, and outpaced. But

luckily,you'vegotyourLand Buster,

a supertank armed to the teeth with

high-tech weaponry.

To defeat the Reconadians, you

LAND BUSTER
Arcade action/Seismic Software

must find the source of their power
— in other words, you have to enter

the lion's den and face attacks from

their tanks, planes, robots,and other

war machines. The faster you learn

how to use the vast arsenal inside

the Land Buster, the better your

^$1
chance of survival. Use the Thun-

der, Ripple, Beam, and Napalm
mechanisms. Each weapon has five

power levels— and you'll need ev-

ery extra ounce of strength if you
decide to play on one of the higher

difficulty levels.

MACRESS
Every Genesis owner who's played

Altered Beast knows about character

transformation. In Macress, your

character changes too— except you
decide which character to change

into and when to do it. Whenever
you want, you can change from a

Arcade action/Seismic Software

man into a man with wings, a half-

man/half-horse, or a merman with

fins and gills.

The goal of the game is to reach

theBosschamber, wherehugebosses

are waiting to stop your transfor-

mation into anything but a dead

man. But to get there, you must

transform your character to match

the situation. You certainly won't

reach thebosses quickly—each level

in Macress is ten screens wide and

nine screens high.

•
PAPERBOY

Arcade Action/Tengen

Even if you combined all the horror

stories of any kid who's ever had a

paper route, you still wouldn't have

the horrors of a single day in Paper-

boy.

You have torun your routewith

aggression in mind—you get points

for breaking windows of non-sub-

scribers — and the suburban area

that comprises your route is also as

rough as any city corner. You have

to maneuver your trusty two-

wheeler around tricycles, lawn-

mowers, and unfriendly neighbor-

hood dogs, as well as lots of other

obstacles.

At the end of each day, your

boss checks tosee ifyou've delivered

papers to the right addresses before

he decides whether or not you can

keep your job.



RBI BASEBALL 2
Sports action/Tengen

R.B.I. Baseball 2's advantage is its

back-to-basics approach. Tengen's

version of baseball, the only game
licensed by the Major League Base-

ball Players Association, lets you
select any of the 26 major league

teams and play against other pro

teams managed by your Genesis or

by a friend. All the names and statis-

tics are real, lifted right off the ros-

ters and stat sheets of Major League
Baseball's official 1989 record books.

R.B.I. 2 succeeds where other

simulations have failed— the field

dimensions arejustright, hitting isn't

too difficult, and a wide variety of

pitches are available—and you have
important game options, such as

base-stealing, pinch-hitting,

bunting, and so on.

ROADBLASTERS
Arcade action/Tengen

You might think Roadblasters is an-

other racing simulation. In thisgame,
you can just blow your competition

off the road.

Your goal for each track is to

reach therallypoint. You've got three

lives, some fuel, and a gun. What

could be better? You can refuel at

checkpoints and rally points along

the way or drive through green and
orange globes of fuel that appear on
the road as you drive.

Other drivers seem bent on
running you off the road — if they

don'tblastyour car into smithereens
first. Rat jeeps whip in front of you
and then slow down, cycles have no
respect for driving lanes, and com-
mand cars are immune to normal
gun blasts.

SHADOW BLASTERS
Ashura, the god of evil, is trying to

conquer thehuman race, and it's up
to the Shadow Blasters— four war-

riors from the past, present, and fu-

ture— to defeat him. Your job is to

make sure that at least one warrior

survives long enough to enter the

final battle. Each warriorhas unique

weapons which become more pow-
erful as the game progresses.

Shadow Blasters features nine

Arcade action/Sage's Creation

stages, but you can enter only the

first six (mountain, street, field, har-

bor, forest, and future). Once you've

cleared each of these, you're per-

mitted to enter the final three. The
action scrolls horizontally except for

three instances — during critical

action— where vertical scrolling is

used as well. Shadow Blasters may be

played by one or two players.



SKULL
& CROSSBONES

Arcade Action/Tengeti

Hoist the sails and raise the Jolly

Roger! You're a pirate now, matey,

with the sword and scars to prove it.

And you're ready to shiver the tim-

bers ofa wicked wizard and steal his

treasure — a cache which he stole

from you.

In this swashbuckling fantasy,

one or two players can chase the

wizard and his salty dog mates on
the high seas, inside medieval
castles, and through dank caves.

You'd better practice your swords-

manship — the wizard's never go-

ing to relinquish his ill-gotten gains

without a fight. And youknowwhat
happens if you lose — even if you
don't walk the plank, you'll still end

up as a meal for the crocodiles.

SPIDER-MAN
Millions of devoted readers have

followed the exploits of Marvel

Comics' hero Spider-man for years.

Now fans can spin their own web of

adventure in thisnewGenesisgame.

Our hero's girlfriend,MaryJane,

is in peril again, but Spider-man is

on the case. He'll be facing all his old

foes, so polish up those special

abilities. It takes impeccable timing

to punch, kick, swing from webs.

Arcade Action!Sega ofAmerica

and climb walls like a superhero

should.

Each dastardly villain— Rhino,

Hobgoblin, Dr. Octopus, the Scor-

pion, and the rest—mustbe defeated
using different tactics. Spinning
webs isn't a good defense against

them,so experiment withyourother

moves to develop a sound strategy

and pick them off one by one.

STARBLADE
By the year 3001, mankind has been

scattered across the Orion galaxy by

the fierce Insectizoid Cephalhydras.

These fierce aliens have genetically

engineered a mutant broodmother

called Genolyn to spawn hordes of

super-warriors. The sole mission of

Arcade action!Color Dreams

this evil offspring is to hunt and kill

humans whereverthey canbefound
in the universe.

Your task is one that few sol-

diers would be brave enough to un-

dertake. You must find and destroy

Genolyn before she can produce

generation aftergeneration ofdeadly

foes. This space adventure puts you
in the thick of things in a shoot-em-

up arcade game for the most fleet-

fingered of game players.



At last! The chance you've been
waiting for— you can finally meet
the Rotting Crone in battle.

You've just reached the end of

one journey. Sleg the Hun is practi-

cally in sightand yoursword isfinely

honed, ready to behead him, when
you're suddenly summoned home.

STORMLORD
Arcade ActionJRazorSoft

The Princess Fairies, guardians of

the Enchanted Realm, have been
captured byBadh, theRottingCrone.
With the fairies out of the way, the

RottingCronecandrain thelifeforce
from the defenseless land.

You must battle through six lev-

els of dragons, bees, and other

creatures before you even meet
Badh. Pick up different kinds of fire-

power throughout your journey—
withoutstrongweaponry,you won't
be able to send the Rotting Crone to

his grave.

STRIDER
Arcade Action!Sega ofAmerica

Hiryu is theyoungestand bestofthe

Striders, a group of highly skilled

commandos who specialize in pre-

venting terrorist acts — even if it

meansmurderordestruction.When
his best friend Kain is kidnapped
and brainwashed by the enemy's
ZAIN mind-control machine, Hiryu
is sent to infiltrate the enemy base
and kill Kain. But the Strider still

hopes to rescue his friend.

Beginning in the Striders' Asian
headquarters, Hiryu must find six

information disks and five keys
scattered throughout the world. His
skills and equipment increase as he
progresses. He brandishes a sword
at the beginning of the mission, but
by the end of the game he'll be able

to slide under low ledges, throw
plasmaarrows, orusemagnet,aqua,
and attack boots.

• •
SUPER VOLLEYBALL

This colorful simulation features all

the serves and spikes of indoor vol-

leyball—complete with an interna-

tional tournament.

The game is full of options. You
can choose a one- or two-player

game, altera teamor createonefrom
scratch, set the ball to slow, normal.

Sports Simulation/Video System

or fast speeds, handicap yourself or

youropponent,orchoosehowmany
points the two teams have at the

beginning of a game. You can even
choose from four different serves,

from standard underhand to run-

ning smash.

For the most part. Super Volley-

ball conforms to six-player indoor
volleyball rules — players rotate

positions to serve, the first team to

score 15 points win the set, and
winning three sets wins the match.



SWORD J*
OF VERMILLION ^1

P

Fantasy role-playing/Sega of America

All of you loyal Phantasy Star II

players will be happy to know that

Sega has yet another massive role-

playing game in the works— Sword

of Vermillion, for the Genesis.

This one blends tried-and-true

game characteristics, likeexperience

and hit points, with new concepts.

You don't fight battles from a first-

person perspective, for example, as

you do in Phantasy Star II. Instead,

you'll find yourself locked in an ar-

cade-style battle, viewed from the

side. Your strength and the strength

of your enemy are based on hit

points, but the battle scenes look

and play more like Golden Axe.

With Sword of Vermillion, Sega

hopes to create a game— and possi-

bly a series of games — that will

draw thesame loyalty as thePhantasy

Star series has enjoyed.

TASK FORCE HARRIER
Arcade Action/Treco

You know the Cold War is really

over when games like Task Force

Harrier appear. The victim in this

arcade translation is Sovietpresident

Mikhail Gorbachev—and the threat

isn't from any Western powers, but
rather from within.

When Gorbachev's life is threat-

ened by an internal Soviet terrorist

organization planning a coup of the

government, the United Nations is

called in to save the political re-

former. You're the commander of

the rescue mission, piloting a harrier

— a jet that can take off vertically

just as a helicopter does. You must
speed into Soviet airspace, then take

on the terrorist forces on the ground

and in the air.

TARGHAN

Grabyourbroadsword and sharpen

your shuriken.And don't forgetyour

spells — you'll be dabbling in the

magical arts as well as the martial

arts. Your quest is to fight your way
through the forest of Luneclare on
your way to the castle of the Evil

One. There, your destiny— and that

of Edengahm, your village — is to

be decided.

To succeed, you need a good
memory as well as good fighting

skills. There are many places where
your next step could be your last,

and many monsters you must face

— so many, in fact, that a map might

be the difference between getting

through Luneclare or falling by the

wayside likesomanyotherwarriors

before you.



TECHNOCOP
Arcade ActionJRazorSoft

You're a cop. You're a road warrior.

You're a killer with a badge. And
whenagangcalled D.O.A. threatens
to take over the city, you're on the

case.

As a member of the Enforcers, a

crime-fighting force of the future,

you've got the best in high-tech

equipment to help you track down
the punks. And if the criminal radar

locator doesn't impress the gang.

your .88 Magnum should.

When you're not pounding the

pavement, you're behind the wheel
of your VMAX twin-Turbo Inter-

cepter, a squad car with hydraulic

wheel rams,aside-mounted cannon,
and nuclear weaponry. After 11

levels of driving and arcade action,

the D.O.A. gang really will be dead
on arrival.

TRAMPOLINE TERROR!
Arcade action/DreamWorks

If you don't like those moving side-

walks in airports, then you already

know something about trampoline

terror. Imagine that you live in a

futuristic fortress on Earth that's

entirely surrounded by those side-

walks — only they're patrolled by
enemy invaders and laden with

mines and trip wires.

Your job is to save Earth from

these invaders. Partsof thesidewalks

are trampolines which you must
learn to use to your advantage. At
the same time, you must avoid en-

emy fire, bombs, and any other ob-

stacle that halts your progress.

Trampoline Terror! continues for 32

different levels in eight unusual lo-

cations.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


